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ABSTRACT
Electric-field-effect and Low Temperature EPR
Studies of BaF2îMn++ and SrF2:Mn++ Crystals

by
John Russell Hoffman

Substituted Mn

++

centers were studied in BaF2 and

SrF2 crystals for possible off-center character.

The

angular dependence of the EPR spectra on the magnetic
\

field direction was obtained at 1.3K and 4.2K in {lio}
crystal planes.

Static electric fields up to 90 kV/cm

were also applied along (lll^ and ^100^ at 4.2K and along
^111^ at 77K while taking EPR spectra.

The EPR of SrF2:Mn++

was studied with similar electric fields along ^111^ di¬
rections at 4.2K.

The splitting of EPR lines of a ruby

crystal under an applied electric field demonstrated the
experimental set-up functioned adequately.

All spectra

obtained for BaF2:Mn++ and SrF2:Mn++ showed no fine structure and were isotropic.

The Mn

++

appears to not be off-

center, but to have octahedral (0^) site symmetry in these
crystals.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Solid state physics is one of the most active fields
of physics research.

The goal .of a solid state physicist

is not only to examine known useful properties of solids,
but also to gain a basic, general understanding of the
solid state.
Perfect solid crystals contain many identical atoms in
identical environments.

However, real crystals contain

some defects and impurities.

These can significantly alter

some of the properties expected based on perfect-crystal
models.

Isolated impurity atoms with some special property

(e.g. paramagnetic impurities) can be examined experimen¬
tally to "probe" the local environment in a solid-impurity
system.

An understanding of the behavior at the atomic

scale can lead to a more complete and accurate picture of
solids.

Atomic size defects and impurities are studied

to gain this understanding.
Impurity ions often substitute for constituent ions at
their usual crystal sites.

However the regular geometrical

configuration of the lattice is not always the minimum
energy configuration when an impurity is present.

For in¬

stance the lattice around the impurity might distort, or
the impurity might move off the center of the normal lat¬
tice position.

The lowering of the site symmetry to remove

2.
(or partially remove) any orbital degeneracy in the energy
levels of the impurity is called the Jahn-Teller effect*.
This effect on the energy levels of the impurity is usually
well described by an "effective Hamiltonian."

An effective

Hamiltonian for degenerate or nearly degenerate ionic
levels is constructed out of a complete set of operators
formed for a collection of orbital quantum states.

The co¬

efficients of these operators are parameters (e.g. electric
fields, magnetic fields, or displacement) on which the
energy depends.

The coefficients and operators are paired

so that the total Hamiltonian (and resulting energy)
variant under all symmetry operations of the system.

is in¬
Ef¬

fective Hamiltonian terms similar to those used to describe
the Jahn-Teller effect can also be used to describe an im¬
purity not centered on the normal lattice site.

As a re¬

sult, when Jahn-Teller and off-center effects exist simul¬
taneously, they are difficult to distinguish.
Both off-center and Jahn-Teller effects can be present
when an orbitally degenerate impurity is substituted into a
crystal.

There appear to be no absolute arguments for why

a substituted impurity ion cannot sit off the center of a
regular lattice site.

Experimenters have claimed to have

2
observed such off-center ions: Li* in KC1 , CU*"* in SrO ,
Mn++>in BaO^, and Mn”*" in SrClj^, to name a few.

On the other

hand, the Jahn-Teller effect can only take place if the
substituted impurity originally had orbital degeneracy.
The-Jahn-Teller theorem* states that if the impurity ion

.

3
has orbital degeneracy, the site symmetry will automatic¬
ally be lowered so as to remove (at least partially) this
degeneracy.

Hence there are no Jahn-Teller effects ex¬

pected for singlet-state impurities, and isolated offcenter effects might be observable with such ions.
Studying singlet impurity ions in crystals could lead to a
better understanding of off-center behavior and, in turn,
help distinguish this from Jahn-Teller distortions in more
complicated systems.
This research project was directed at studying offcenter effects using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
techniques.

In studying paramagnetic impurities in single

crystals by this method, the Zeeman splitting of energy
levels(by an external magnetic field) and the induced res¬
onant transitions between these levels give information on
energy levels and site symmetry of the impurity.

Simple

systems of small paramagnetic singlet-state ions (Mn++) in
cubic crystals (BaF^ and SrF2) were studied.

The impurities

and host crystals were chosen based on the argument that a
small impurity ion in a lattice with large spacings (pre¬
ferably surrounded by polarizable ions) might have more of
a tendency to go off-center than in other cases.

With

these considerations in mind, a few samples were investigated.
The fact that a paramagnetic impurity is off-center
does not necessarily mean that normal EPR measurements will
determine this. there are usually several symmetrically

4.
equivalent off-center positions in crystal (e.g. along the
six ^100^ directions from a cubic lattice site).

The EPR

signal, being an average of all signals from throughout the
crystal, might appear to indicate that the impurity site
has higher symmetry than it actually does.

This possible

problem might hopefully be resolvable by applying an elec¬
tric field to the sample while doing EPR.
Applying an electric field to a sample containing offcenter paramagnetic impurities could have several effects.
For example two impurity sites which are inversion images
of each other will give the same standard EPR spectra.
(Interchange of the sites is equivalent to reversing the
magnetic field, which leaves the EPR resonance condition
the same.)

But applying an electric field makes these

sites energetically inequivalent and causes a splitting ofthe standard EPR lines.

Since the off-center site lacks

inversion symmetry, perturbation calculations show that an
applied static electric field can linearly alter the energy
of the off-center impurity.

An electric field can also

make some off-center sites in a sample more energetically
favorable than others; this effect might be observable for
large fields as a result of some sites being populated more
than others.

Polarization of the lattice (relative dis¬

placement of positive and negative ions) by an electric
field might encourage an impurity to move off-center.

Not

all these effects are expected to vary linearly with an applied static electric field.

Since applied fields «10

5.
kV/cm)

tend to be much less than internal crystal fields

(<v106kV/cm) , probably only linear effects, if any, are ob¬
servable.

In any case, applying static electric fields

hopefully will affect or enhance off-center phenomena, mak¬
ing their observation possible in EPR experiments.
There are many details involved in actually doing EPR
experiments with applied electric fields on samples having
possibly off-center impurities.

Although physical argu¬

ments suggest several possibilities for samples, actual
preparation of some is often extremely difficult.

Addi¬

tional experimental difficulties must be overcome to be
able to apply large DC electric fields to a crystal inside
a microwave cavity (needed for EPR measurements).

Also to

eliminate most effects due to thermal motion of the ions,
low temperature (77K, 4.2K, 1.3K) measurements are neces¬
sary.

In this research project, the EPR spectra (near

10GHz)

of some possible off-center samples were investi¬

gated at low temperatures with and without static electric
fields applied.

Nothing was observed that might indicate

off-center impurity Mn

in BaFz and SrF2.

In the follow¬

ing I will describe the details of sample choice and prep¬
aration, the experimental techniques and equipment, and
the final results.

But first, to better understand the

results as well as the purpose of the experiment, some
background theory will be explained.

6.
II. THEORY

A. Introduction
Standard EPR spectra of paramagnetic ions are usually
explained in terms of "spin Hamiltonians."

Spin Hamilton¬

ians consist of properly symmeterized terms of spin (actual
or effective) operators that describe the behavior of a
collection of close-lying energy states.

The effects of

external electric fields on EPR spectra can also be ac¬
counted for in spin Hamiltonians: they are often consid¬
ered as perturbations on the standard terms.

But, actually

how and why electric fields alter EPR spectra, especially
those of off-center ions, are topics to be studied.

So for

this experimental investigation of off-center impurities, a
basic theoretical understanding of the following is useful:
spin Hamiltonians, electric fields in media, EPR spectra,
and behavior of off-center ions in crystals.

B. Spin Hamiltonians
1. Standard Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian for an isolated ion in a solid using
the crystal-field approximation is

(1)

%=%,+

VÏH

is the Hamiltonian for a free ion ignoring nuclear
motion and spin-orbit coupling (represented by

J4to)

.

The

potential at the ion site due to the electrostatic field of

7.
the other ions in the crystal is y^,.

The interaction with

any external magnetic field is the Zeeman term

V-2.

The

terms in parenthesis take account of lattice vibrations:

U'■

is the coupling between electronic states of the ion and
lattice vibrational states,
tial energy, and
The last term,

Vv,a

is the vibrational poten¬

is the kinetic energy of the vibrations.
, includes all other effects, often con¬

sidered as perturbations, such as external electric fields,
strain interactions, and hyperfine interactions between
nuclear and electronic spins.
Ideally, the above Hamiltonian would be written ex¬
plicitly in terms of operators and put in the Schrôdinger
equation to solve exactly for the energy states.

However,

the number and complexity of terms makes this impossible.
Even simplifying the terms by reasonable approximations
does not usually allow a straightforward solution.

The

practical approach is to solve for free-ion states, and
then see how these are altered when the ion is placed in a
crystal and exposed to additional perturbations.

The

basic free-ion solutions (obtained, for example, by a Hartree-Fock scheme) give the crude, zeroth-order states of
good total orbital angular momentum (
spin (£*«5(s*i)and 5** ) •

LN L(L+|)

and

) and

The ions of interest in EPR are

those with incomplete subshells which give rise to a net
magnetic moment.

The effect of the crystal field varies:

in rare-earth ions it is quite small, but in iron-group
ions it imposes symmetry conditions on the wave functions

8.

to completely or partially quench the orbital angular mo¬
mentum

.

The interaction, tyo , of the electron

spin with the orbital motion can be written for a given ijS
state as
<2>
(Here K is assumed not to mix states of different
J , and

A is good for only one such state.)

L and

In the

case of iron-group ions, *HS0 is small and can be considered
a perturbation on states of approximately good quantum num¬
bers

S

and

.

This is how the basic ionic states in a

crystal without external fields are determined, with the
ground state specified by Hund's rules (maximum spin and
maximum orbital angular momentum consistent with that spin).
In EPR experiments, a magnetic field is applied and
states with a net magnetic moment (e.g., in transition ele¬
ments) are further altered.

This Zeeman effect interaction

can be written
(3)
where

* H •/£<£ + 2|>,

j-

and % are assumed quantized along

magneton =

H

and ^sBohr

For rare-earth ions, the vector coupling

scheme can be used to write

.

In iron-group

ions the spin-orbit interaction polarizes the wave functions keeping

L

from being totally quenched by the crystal

field; in this case, considering(H'£)as a perturbation, one
can write the interaction to lowest order as
«>

where

3w

A6,

é

S

is an effective

q-value.

In all cases the axis of

.

9

quantization may not be even approximately along the exter¬
nal magnetic field.

The effective magnetic moment then ap¬

pears to vary with the direction of the field in relation
to the crystal; this can be accounted for by making
tensor-like quantity:

> wWe
>

zecman

r

a

.
(

(5)

<j

Sp!r> f"

7

\

1*J

as.A*ju!<*r H***~A*«

s-è

f»r flaire-tw^rth IoW .

Summarizing, the general Hamiltonian (Eqn. 1) plus
useful approximations gives the general picture of a para¬
magnetic ion in a solid.

The basic quantum states are the

spectroscopic levels'‘“X. (X=S,P,D,... for L-0,1,2,...)
JT

of free ions.

The crystal field imposes additional re¬

strictions and alters these states.

Splittings of the ener¬

gy levels due to external magnetic fields with inclusion of
spin-orbit effects can be represented by

Ideally

from this basic theory, parameters like could be calcu¬
lated.!

In practice, though the above picture is good qual¬

itatively, the many assumptions and approximations needed
make exact calculations difficult.
Experimental results can give "exact" values for the
parameters as well as test the accuracy of the theory and
its approximations.

Theory suggests how the ions' energy

levels might vary: large splittings between spectroscopiclike levels leaving isolated multiplets of Î-S or 3 levels
with Zeeman splittings accounted for by Hamiltonian terms
of the form

•

In EPR experiments, one usually in¬

vestigates transitions between levels split (largely by

.

10

Zeeman effects) by Ai*Jv,v*0.2 to 2 cm*' ; transitions between
the more widely separated spectroscopic levels l^cm"1 )
are impossible in EPR experiments.

To the extent that the

theory was carried out here, we might expect the EPR tran¬
sitions to be characterized by an effective Hamiltonian
acting on a degenerate (or closely grouped) multi¬
plet of states.
spin

S

In fact, Hamiltonian terms containing the

of such a group of states can be used to character¬

ize many other interactions, too.

Such "spin Hamiltonians"

have proved extremely useful in describing the behavior of
close-lying multiplets of states.

2.

Phenomenological Form
The results of the previous section predict the crude

general picture of a paramagnetic ion in a crystal; to more
quantitatively describe the detailed energy level struc¬
ture, spin Hamiltonians must be used.

Mathematically, the

idea of spin Hamiltonians is sound: an effective spin oper¬
ator with total spin S can describe a group of states of
multiplicity 2S+1.

The S operator "spans the space" of

possible operators on the 2S+1 levels, assuming there is no
operator that mixes in other levels with these.

Any such

operator can be expanded in a power series of Note that
S need not be the actual spin of the system.

Of course, the

set of levels must transform like a 2S+1 spin multiplet.
(If this is not the case, the levels might have to be con¬
sidered a subset of a larger spin multiplet.)

.

11
To write a Hamiltonian out of spin operators (i.e., a
spin Hamiltonian), general physical restrictions must be
satisfied:
(i) The total Hamiltonian must be invariant under all
symmetry operations of the system and time rever¬
sal to give invariant energy states.
(ii) The total Hamiltonian must be Hermitian (to with¬
in a unitarity transformation) in the operator
space to insure real energy eigenvalues.

The Hamiltonian is expanded in terms of spin-like operators
while satisfying the above requirements.

The expansion co¬

efficients are functions of the energy perturbing effects
(e.g., electric or magnetic fields).

Since many external

perturbations have small effects on the system, the lower
order dependencies on these parameters are us'ually all that
need be considered.

Thus to write a spin Hamiltonian,,

all expansion terms giving the proper symmetry and Hermi¬
tian properties are considered possible; but usually only
the terms of lower order in the external influences are
measurably significant.

The highest order needed for the

spin operators is limited by the value of S.
For explaining standard EPR data, a general expansion
of sufficient order is

<6>

7

* D* SjS,♦
+

+

S;Ik 11 Hjlj

^jktm ^

•

(Summation over cartesian components is implied by repeated
subscripts.)

Here

5

is the electronic spin (actual or ef¬

fective) ,is the nuclear spin,

is the external magnetic

field, yô is the Bohr magneton,^ is the nuclear magneton-g

value product, and 9iMDjh

^ Q^ y «*<1 <XjteJtv^

}

12.
are constant

parameters characterizing the system.

5|, ^

The first term in equation (6)
interaction.

Thinking of a

is the Zeeman

as a tensor-like quantity, one

can write

(7)

.

(Note that H and o are axial vectors so g need not transform like a true tensor.)

Considering only this term,

can always be made symmetric by appropriate choice of basis
functions for ^ (since changing bases is equivalent to a
rotation of

S

while leaving

H

unchanged).

In a general co¬

ordinate system, a symmetric ^ has only six independent
parameters: 3, « j„ ,

9,= 9vj,

9,29..,

9i = 9 ir •
In measurements of energy levels, this possible sym¬
metry of the

tensorial elements is undetermined.

EPR

measurements determine the energy eigenvalues which can be
shown to depend on a symmetric "tensor"

•

Being in¬

dependent of whether or not 3 is symmetric simply means ob¬
servations of energies are independent of the basis func¬
tions chosen for

S .

The term ^S^Sh

in %SPM gives the fine structure.

It

represents effective spin-spin interaction between electrons.

(LA

,

The D "tensor" is symmetric as can be seen by writ¬

ing the terms in symmetric and anti-symmetric parts :

■VAVDkiV* = (
55

£

kl

fe)

The second term above is time reversal odd and thus not al-

13
lowed; so

.

In addition,

can be reduced to five

independent parameters by requiring D to be traceless:
0||+02l-*-D?J - O

.

(This can always be achieved by adding

•<%Z+S^+Sz) )

which

®hiEts

a11

ener

9Y levels

in the same spin multiplet by the same amount.)

The trace¬

less condition is usually explicitly satisfied by using

Vzà

(8)

0 S ^ ( 2 PJJ "*Qj“ Oiil

With the above and

, 0,= 0l3 j 04H 0)%, the fine structure

term is
(9)

**h%$,* E^x‘-S^ + D[S2-^Sf5tO>0^(S
y5a + SaSy) +
s
S
+ DJ(5xSi4SaSx)+ M *Sy + V *')>

vvWe

S(Sll) -

+S£ .

The hyperfine structure is given by

A^S^Ii, - S*/V*X

In analogy with the ^ term, proper choice of basis func¬
tions for the nuclear spin X allows X to be made symmet¬
ric (simultaneously with ^ ).

Thus A^consists of six inde¬

pendent parameters.
The nuclear Zeeman interaction, îfM HjX^, tends to be
much smaller than more significant terms ’in Since Yv~
”J*/iwWfj*-<w)and
3

10'

ÆJÜF**

^ 5.05x10* ergs/gauss, 0„ is about

times the size of jjS for an electron.

Hence this nu¬

clear Zeeman effect is often ignored in EPR experiments.
The nuclear spin-spin interaction, Q^X^X^ , can be re¬
duced to five terms in complete analogy to the

term.

These terms are not often significant in EPR spectra as the
intra-nuclear interactions are not directly manifested in

14.
electronic behavior.
S£ Sm

The quartic spin operator.
pears to have 81 terms.
alent

, at first ap¬

Fortunately many terms have equiv¬

forms (e.g.,

and CS^) or effect

all the levels the same (e.g., (s2*ÇiS$a$%(s*if) .

In actuality

7
there are only nine independent quartic terms.

Though

these terms are sometimes significant, they do represent a
smaller, higher-order spin interaction.

3.

Site Symmetry Considerations

When considering paramagnetic ions in a crystal lat¬
tice, the imposed symmetry conditions can further simplify
the spin Hamiltonian.

The Hamiltonian must give the same •

energies under any coordinate transformation that leaves
the system unchanged (i.e., under any symmetry operation of
the system).

Formally the symmetry-allowed spin HamiltonO

ian terms can be obtained using group theory °

; but in the

cases considered here, simpler arguments will suffice.
a.
for Q. Symmetry
A paramagnetic ion at a crystal site with octahedral
( 0h )

symmetry can be visualized as sitting at the center

of a cube (Fig. la).

The symmetry operations are those

that take a cube into itself.
Requiring the Zeeman term

to remain the same

under the symmetry operations reduces the number of inde¬
pendent ^ parameters.

The x, y, and z axes are all iden¬

tical, so one expects

9,e91-33s3* Also* since a 180° rotation

TC

(a.) 0^ Symmetry

Fig. 1: Various symmetry sites.

16.
about any one of the cube axes changes the sign of the
other two axes, the off-diagonal g terms
zero to keep the Hamiltonian invariant.
one independent Zeeman term;

) must be

Hence there is only

Exactly the same
-fa.

A*

—fc,

arguments apply to the hyperfine interaction term 5'A‘X .
The term can be reduced in a similar manner.

In¬

version symmetry requires zero off-diagonal terms ; D^.- D^DfO.
Invariance under rotation of the x-axis into the y-axis
means E=0.

Similarly, since the z direction is equivalent

to x and y directions, one must require D=0. The quadratic
fine structure term vanishes completelyi

The same argu¬

ments apply to the nuclear spin-spin interaction 0.
So ignoring the nuclear-Zeeman and quartic spin terms
as being small, the spin Hamiltonian for an isolated para¬
magnetic ion in octahedral symmetry is

<W>

Hn,~ $3 H’S

Here the values of

+ AS-J (oj.

and A are isotropic;

if the site sym¬

metries are lower, EPR measurements may show a directional
variation in these quantities.
b.

*%HN

for Lower Symmetries ;

n

c

4v and

3v

The spin Hamiltonian for ions at lower symmetry sites
is not so simple as for ions at an octahedral site.

Tetra¬

gonal (C^ ) site symmetry can be visualized as a site moved
off the center of a cube along a 0-00^ direction (Fig. lb).
There are one fourfold "z" axis and four "vertical" re¬
flection planes containing z.

17.
The vertical reflection planes imply that off-diagonal
tensorial terms in the Hamiltonian must be zero to keep /tysp/A/
invariant under symmetry operations (as in the octahedral
symmetry case).

In symmetry, though, the z-axis is

unique: x and y axes are symmetrically equivalent but
different than z.

(11>

For Hamiltonian terms, this implies

A,=AZ^A3

E=

(1,2,3

o = QE

D t 0
T

Qo

^

This is typical for axial-<-type symmetry and usually q is
expressed in terms of

a

nd

J*.= 9.=9*-

A trigonal (Cgv) site has the symmetry operations of
a point displaced along the long (z) axis of a triangular
prism with an equilateral base (Fig. lc).

Equivalently

it is like a site off the center of a cube along a <^111^
direction.

There are one threefold (z) axis and three

reflection planes containing z.

Here the simplification

of the Hamiltonian terns is not so obvious;

however, it

is similar to the symmetry in that there is a unique
axial direction with two perpendicular axes having similar
rotational properties.

In fact the spin Hamiltonian terms

can be shown to be exactly the same as for the C^v case.
Thus for both trigonal and tetragonal axial site
symmetries, the spin Hamiltonian is (ignoring quartic and
nuclear spin-spin and Zeeman terms)

18.
(12)

^ £ 04. ( W* 5* t HySy) + Q„ HjrSj'l'J'

+ DC Sa*-*Sf5+i>3 + u
^ AXC ^Ij, + SyTy") 4" Ajj

.

fcsv)c,v)

In summary, spin Hamiltonians are useful because they
provide a good phenomenological fit to EPR data as well as
a physically reasonable model of close-lying multiplets of
energy states.

The general form (Eqn. 6) of ^//#can be sim¬

plified by general physical considerations, reducing the
number of independent terms.

For ions in a crystalline en¬

vironment, the site symmetries impose further restrictions
on

%rmf which

often yield very simple forms.

The previously

described spin Hamiltonians are good for fitting standard
EPR data, where the only external perturbation is a mag¬
netic field.

Understanding the effects of applied electric

field, though, can lead to adaptation of spin Hamiltonians
to systems with electric fields, too.

C.

Effects of Applied Electric Fields

1.

General Considerations
An applied electric field should not be expected to

have as big an effect as an applied magnetic field on atom¬
ic systems.

Qualitatively the magnitude of internal elec¬

tric fields in a medium can be estimated from the field of
an electron at 1 Â:
(13)

« I.Sx/O'kV/cm.

.
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In practice, most externally applied electric fields are
less than 10

kV/cm.

So applied-electric-field effects

are expected to be small: on the order of one part in a
thousand.

This implies that the externally applied field,
-A

E, can be treated as a perturbation on the standard E = 0
Hamiltonian of the system.
Taking the Hamiltonian in the absence of E to be
(14)

% I Ky

=

et, I £•>

and adding a linear perturbation ^=-E*c| ( d = dipole
4

moment of the system), then standard perturbation theory
gives
(15)

it* = i Y;> t £

So the imposed field changes the energy:

as)

A6-=

— *1^^ +[~Ië**v .f
The above is

Ovtier "Z. 'H'ç J»

the lowest order perturbation term, being

linear in the electric field.
? is odd under inversion.

Note that the dipole moment

Considering

U0

as even under

inversion implies that the zeroth-order states have definite
parity (even or odd).

In this case,

<fl%|0= -eft’*? r Jr = 0.
So when the parity of the unperturbed states is definite
( ^invariant under inversion), there is zero energy shift
due to linear-order effects of an external electric field.
Higher order effects like the quadratic Stark effect may
exist but usually are so much smaller as to be unobservable

20.
in crystals (where internal E » applied E).
Thus for a linear applied-electric-field effect, there
must be states of mixed parity.

This means the Hamiltonian

in the absence of the field must not be invariant under in¬
version.

For example, ?4>w for a paramagnetic center at an

octahedral site (Eqn. 10) is invariant under inversion;
each of this multiplet of substates thus has definite par¬
ity, and there is no linear electric-field effect expected.
However

%fm

for a

or

symmetry center gives states of

mixed parity, and linear electric-field effects are pos¬
sible.

In general the site of a paramagnetic impurity (and

therefore

) must lack inversion symmetry for linear ap-

plied-electric-field effects to be possible and hopefully
observable.

2.

Internal Electric Fields
To know what an applied electric field does to an ion

in a crystal, the actual field at the ion site might be
useful.

A typical configuration for applying an electric

field is shown in Fig. 2.

The field at a point in the

crystal can be thought of as coming from three parts:
(17)

-UVTSRNAl

* E,„+ £(. + E

loC

•

Here the applied field is E„pp* Imagining a small
sphere of material around the site being removed, the field
Eu due to induced "surface" charges on this sphere can be
computed:
AfP

21.

Pig. 2î

Applying an electric field to a sample
7
(after Mims ).

22.
This is the standard means of computing the "Lorentz cor¬
rections due to polarization of the surrounding medium.
Etofc is the field due to the discrete charges at lattice
points inside the imaginary sphere.
The calculation of E,^. can be quite involved.

If the

nearby charges consist of a cubic array of point dipoles,
JO

Etoc nicely goes to zero.
is not so simple.
true point;
region.

However, in general the situation

The ion exposed to the field is not a

its electrons are diffuse through a small

Different parts of the electron cloud see differ¬

ent electric fields.

This is enhanced if the electric field

polarizes the electron cloud.

The electron clouds of sur¬

rounding ions contributing to

Etoc can also be polarized.

In addition, the applied field might shift the relative
positions of positive and negative ions. (Mims

<7

shows how

the size of this displacement can be estimated using elasJk

tic constants of the material.) Basically Etc*, gives a change
in the effective crystal field
nearby ions).

£y+)(considered as due to

Thus one needs to calculate how polarization

effects in the nearby surroundings alter the magnitude
and symmetry of
So for a field at an ion site in a crystal,
(18)

EinrtWML*

Calculation of

+

£LOC

»

6=relative permittivity.

Êlotis difficult and really presupposes

knowledge of what an electric field does in a crystal.

.
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In any case, the larger effects in the local field, if

present, are probably linear in the applied field: formally

EWt= EMI+-«X•

Thus, to lowest order anyway, the

internal field can be considered as linear in the applied
field

EAPr

The main purpose here

of knowing the internal field

is to decide how to incorporate electric-field effects into
a spin Hamiltonian.

Since the effects should be small,

the field can be treated as a perturbation;

terms of

linear in the internal field will be the most significant.

EA^;
•MW

To lowest order the internal field is proportional to

so one can argue that the most significant electric-fieldeffect terms in
How well

Vsm

$5P/A/ are linear in the applied field.

fits experimental data will be the ultimate

test of this argument.

3.

Electric-field-effect Terms in Spin Hamiltonians
Since applied electric fields are much smaller than

internal fields, the effects in EPR experiments due to ap¬
plied electric fields can be considered small.

In terms of

a spin Hamiltonian, the manifestations of the standard
terms will still exist but be altered slightly by the applied field E.

The coefficients in the new spin Hamil¬

tonian can be viewed as a series expansion in powers of E
where only the lower order terms are kept.
ators are still the same.)

(The spin oper¬

The zeroth order gives the

«I ^

standard (E=0) Hamiltonian of Eqn. 6.

The next order de-

24.
scribes effects linear in the electric field (ignoring nu¬
clear Zeeman and quartic terms):
(19) $£= E* * £/3T^I,

HjS|, * ^1»

}

where tr^i31 Cartesian component of the applied field.
The "expansion" coefficients can be defined by
T*fe =
Ei
E.-

VP» =

The requirement that these linear order terms give the
total

the correct symmetry properties still must

be satisfied.
As is the case with the coefficients in the standard
spin Hamiltonians, the number of independent parameters can
be reduced by general considerations.

Earlier arguments

showed that g^can be made symmetric by proper choice of a
basis for the S operator; similarly, one can argue that
can be made symmetric.
Bi )

However, in general yik and

cannot simultaneously be considered sym¬

metric. Fortunately in EPR experiments, an effective
,
7
3*
is measured which depends on
. Consider¬
ing the electric field effect as a shift in ge« / it can be
parametrized by coefficients
which are symmetric in
effective

Bi;h= ^ **

and Â .

kh *3

In terms of these

,

(not equal tol^ta necessarily) can be defined^

which are symmetric in
(20)

and Jk :

+ ht "^1

gmn -

.

Therefore one can use a symmetric g tensor and a set of
symmetric (in effective 7^ to describe the linear Efield shift in the Zeeman term.

For simpler notation,

25.
défine
*^îi — "Tîu

>

"Hz

=

Tis-Tt*

,

>

TÏ3^ UJJ ,

}

77* s 77,* .

In this case, there are up to 18 possible "Tj^

terms.

The T-term must also satisfy any symmetry requirements
imposed by a specific system; this usually reduces the num¬
ber of possible terms.

Previous arguments based on the

parity of the states showed that linear effects are zero at g
site with inversion symmetry.

Thus one expects that "T^-0

(as do ^ f) for octahedral symmetry; there are no
linear electric-field-effect terms.

However, for

C3y and Cy*,

symmetries, the wave functions can have mixed parity, and
not all terms are necessarily zero.

For tetragonal

sym¬

metry (with 2 as the axial direction), one can use similar
arguments as used for

g*fc :

(i) ■f7“Ti"Ti* = Tll*'Gi*TU',rT,t;''£6
*7»* * O
follow
from the Hamiltonian remaining invariant under ro¬
tation by 90° about m .
(ii ) *TT* * ~?zs ~
0
follow from invariance under
reflection through the x-y plane or y-z plane.
• (iii) XS'TXH and
from invariance under a 90° rotation
about
.
This leaves only three independent non-zero parameters :
i;r i;

(21)

•

The electric shift in the Zeeman term is thus

Hy<V*+My)]
t rai J=2 (H, 5X +

Sy) + T„ E* Hz S, .

Similar analysis can show what terms
gonal C3V symmetry.

(c* )

are possible in tri¬

Taking the x(l) axis as normal to one

of the vertical reflection planes demonstrates that only
four independent parameters (Tls=fllt)T%t=-TJ6*-'T3il }T3lfTn>TJ3) are

26.

possible.:

TJ^ Hi H; Sj, = ”Tis L £x (Hx ^8 + ^2 S*V

( 22)

(Wy5* + Wj.S'y'jJ

+ T» [' Ex f W* Jy f Hy 5X) * Ey ( Wy i lix

( C3v)

+-T3,[BifHxSx + H/^]-n93E2HtSe .

The same arguments as above will give similar results for
the hyperfine-structure shift term

Kjk^i % -£/f *

The electric-field shift in the electronic spin-spin
interaction is characterized by

•

The

can

be expressed in a traceless symmetric tensor form; the
reasoning is exactly the same as that for the ^ term given
before.

(23)

In an analogous notation,

Rjk Ç Sj Sj, = Ei £ (?i( [s
+ Rrt

] « Ri. [s;-is ts.ivl *
i- Ri$ ( ^(5g+54 S*)t

,

For paramagnetic centers at sites with seme particular sym¬
metry, the number of independent

terms is even less.

This can be demonstrated in a manner analogous to that for
"fy,

terms.

In C^, symmetry all fy* terms are zero except R3Q

7
and R„» :

{24)

Rcijj Ei S;

— R|J f

^ ^1+it

t R3P [Ez ( 5i

-

f Ey (Sy $£ + Si ^f] 4

i

.

Or in C3y symmetry, taking one vertical reflection plane as
the y-z plane,
(25)

7

, J?3o ^ 0 '•

5^ s R(5 [ Ej (sA 5t +Sz $*}+ Ey

■% t

Syf3y ^x) t^v ^"V~
+ R*, U^-Vsc^Y.
* ^26 C

5y)"] -f
)^1 t

* ^"3V/

The nuclear spin-spin shift term (^t-^I^has exactly the same
forms as those above.
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In actual experiments, one looks for situations that
make the results easiest to analyze.
netic center with either C3y or

Assuming a paramag-

axial symmetry, applica¬

tion of an electric field along the axial (â)

direction

simplifies even more the electric-field-effect part of the
spin Hamiltonian:

In summary, linear electric-field effects are expected
to be small and only exist when inversion symmetry is lack¬
ing.

So linear electric-field effects in EPR should be ab¬

sent when the paramagnetic center is at an octahedral ( 0*,)
site; but they are possible when the center is at a site of
tetragonal ( C4V) or trigonal ( C$v)

symmetry.

Electric-

field effects can be described and predicted in terms of a
spin Hamiltonian formalism.

The value of the externally

applied electric field can be used in although the ac¬
tual magnitude of the internal field at the paramagnetic
center may differ from this.

Since these ideas were devel¬

oped to characterize EPR measurements of paramagnetic im¬
purities in crystals, the next step is to show explicitly
how spin Hamiltonians are used to describe this bulk reson¬
ance behavior.

28.

D.

EPR Spectra

1. General EPR Principles
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a technique
useful for studying closely spaced multiplets of states of
paramagnetic samples.

Typically, a sample is placed in a

microwave resonant cavity in a DC magnetic field.

The mag¬

netic field splits the different spin (or equivalent spin)
states via the Zeeman interaction.

A microwave field is

fed into the cavity and absorption of an energy quanta hv
(h=Planck's constant,

V -

frequency) can cause a transition

between spin levels separated by this energy.

This absorp¬

tion is detected by a change in the microwave power ab¬
sorbed by the cavity.
In actual practice, varying the frequency of the mi¬
crowave field is difficult; so usually it is fixed, and the
magnetic field is swept to change the level splittings.
The allowed transitions are between levels for which tran¬
sition matrix elements of microwave-field interaction exist.
Fig. 3 illustrates an S = 3/2 system (e.g. C*-*H') in axial
symmetry with Tlotin the axial direction.

2. EPR Spectra for Given Spin Hamiltonians - No Electric
Field
Spin Hamiltonians accurately describe certain closelying states.

Observed EPR spectra show the possible tran-

29.

Pig. 3: Typical energy levels and associated EPR
(derivative) absorption spectrum for an
S=3/2 center in axial symmetry with H=Hâ.

sitions between these states.

30.
To accurately determine the

states, the eigenvalue problem for the spin Hamiltonian of
the paramagnetic center must be solved.

In many cases

though, approximate solutions give good qualitative results.
For instance, consider a paramagnetic center at an 0^-symmetry site (Eqn. 10):
<27)

.

For a large DC magnetic field ( g/îft*»4 ) the eigenstates are
approximately those of g/Oi-t where § is quantized along the
field (in the z direction) :
(28)

9^H,SatAS,IB + i>lS*I. + iAS.X +

Sy }i.±~Xv ttXy)♦
The second term, ASeX^, has the effect of splitting each
Sa^ state into various levels.

The third and

fourth terms give off-diagonal matrix elements between
states; these are assumed to be relatively small in
a large external field.

The dominating first term in

Eqn. 28 just gives the standard Zeeman splitting.

So for

large magnetic fields, an S^,-state ion with 1 = 5/2 at an
O^-symmetry site (e.g., Mn-*"* in BaF2) would be split into
six ( = 2S+1) main electronic spin levels? each of these is
further split into six (= 21+1) hyperfine sublevels (Fig.4).
To induce the most likely transitions in a typical EPR
experiment, a small microwave magnetic field,

H#F

plied perpendicular to the large DC Zeeman field.

r is ap¬
Using a

spin Hamiltonian, the most probable (strongly allowed)
transitions can be determined by computing transition ma-

31.

Ew«rgy

Fig. 4: Magnetic field splitting of an S^-state ion with I=f.

32.
trix elements.

From Eqn. 27 with H„r taken as being in the

x direction,
(29)

$fiHgr:S)(+ yflHiSi + ASI =

H»fEs++Sj]+^/?/feSz + A S j .

The larger transition probabilities (given by the Fermi
Golden Rule: P = *£^final|#|initial>)Y?T1|^ are between |w4t|jWj^
and |m4j

This gives the selection rule for the strongly allowed
transitions: 4rvy*i and 4*^* O .

The energy needed to induce

these transitions is independent of
(31)

r*s

Afc = I£ J “

:

+

Setting this energy difference equal to Xy=^2/£ffgives the
value of the Zeeman field,

H.«

, needed for an EPR-induced

transition at a frequency j/:

Heff = H. -

(32)

■

Though the second term above is small, it still signifi¬
cantly shifts the field from the value for transitions be¬
tween pure Wj states •

For the previous example where 1 = 5/2

and S = 5/2 (Mn++), resonance absorption lines will be ob¬
served at six different field values corresponding to the
(21+1)

different *"x values (see Fig.5).

Note that here the

resonances are the same between all «^values.

In reality,

the quartic spin terms in the Hamiltonian are usually large
enough to give five groups (corresponding to transitions
between the «^levels) of these six lines.
When a paramagnetic center occupies lower symmetry
sites in a crystal, different behavior is observed in the

.

33

Fig. 5: Example EPR derivative spectrum of an "ideal"
S^-state ion with I=%(ignoring quartic terms).

.
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EPR spectra.

This arises not only from additional terms in

the spin Hamiltonian but also from the fact that there can
be several symmetrically equivalent sites in the crystal.
Suppose a paramagnetic center occupies a site off-center in
an eight-coordinated cubic lattice along a ^100^ direction;
there are six such sites with the same
For each center,

symmetry (Fig.6).

the spin Hamiltonian is Eqn.

12, where the

ê direction is the axial direction for each center.

Using

the same coordinate system for all centers and taking the
magnetic field H as being in the z direction of Fig.6,

the

spin Hamiltonians for each center become
Centers

(1)

and ( 2) : %„lfl -/S>gl,HS*tDLsi,-^S(s+n]4
S*T*+ $y~£yl

+An Aj.L

(33)

Centers

( 3)

and ( 4) :

H$z

+

D[s/-±S (sti)]i

a,|SyIy+Ai[SxXx + SITzl
Centers

(5)

and

(6) :

a0E$*-

+ AJJ SxXx *■ Aj.C SyTy +

SaTîX ♦

Thus in a sample with several equivalent centers,
its own characteristic energy level splittings;

each has

the EPR-

induced transitions are not all at the same field value for
every center.
Of course as the angle of the field is varied with re¬
spect to the symmetry axis of each center, the energy split¬
tings

(and thus EPR lines)

change.

isotropic as in the 0^-symmetry case.

The EPR spectra are not
For an axial

symmetry site in a large magnetic field
(Zeeman) energy term can be written

(jfiH »ÆD),

C}-or
the main

.
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£

Fig. 6: Six equivalent off-center sites.

36.
34

<

>

1 S* +3xmSy + SII »S*],

H

#L.*,=7?

«Jk

where l,m,n, are the direction cosines of H with respect to
the center's symmetry axis.
l^m^n'of

S

Choosing effective cosines

such that

(35)

, 9c«-^/=:3x^

and with S defined by

;

S*(l^w'V)=

I J’%m-1*= 9«„'/3HS. (S^S,.^

HS
This implies
(36)

dJt -glfiWWaJn*

or

gcff=

where © = angle between fî and the axial z direction.

Ro¬

tating the field gives different geW and hence different resonant

field values:

varied.

The EPR line shifts as

&

is

This angular variation of the EPR spectra can be

used to determine some of the symmetry properties of the
sites in the crystal.

Consider, for example,C3Vand Cv^off-

center sites in a cubic lattice; the spin Hamiltonian
(Eqn. 12) is the same form for a paramagnetic center at
either site.

However the angular variation of the EPR

lines as ÎH is varied with respect to the z direction (<^111>
for C,v and 0-OOi^ for C*„) in a {lio} plane clearly distin¬
guishes the symmetry (Fig.7).
Each term in a spin Hamiltonian (Eqn.6) has a distin¬
guishing manifestation in EPR spectra that helps to deter¬
mine the values of the coefficients.

The term

0$ gives

the standard Zeeman splitting which is manifested as an EPR
line shift linear in H provided this is the only (or by far
the largest) effect.

The hyperfine term SAI usually gives

37.

< Direction

Fig. 7.

Hpc in pt«n*

►

Angular variation of EPR resonances as shown
by the effective g-value: (a.) sites in
a cubic lattice, and (b.) C^v sites in a cubic
lattice.
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small splittings in the standard levels and shows up as
splittings in the standard EPR lines.

The significance of

the fine structure "D" term can be seen at zero magnetic
field: in axial symmetry,
(37a)

=

=► £^ = 0Lm’-VS(s.ft].

For example if S = 3/2 (as for Cr+++),
“ +D

andl

S+ yz- -

D.

Thus the "D" term gives the zero-field splitting of the
levels ( = 2D in this case).

The guartic term

takes account of the cubic part of the crystal field and
further splits the levels determined by

H-S and S DS ;

often, though, the effects of this term on each spin level
are small.

(For example, Mn++ in some alkaline-earth hal¬

ides has
Actually using the spin Hamiltonian to describe EPR
spectra can be straightforward to very difficult.

In large

fields, many times is the significant term
and SBS can be considered as a perturbation.

D

)

This leaves

the quantum states approximately the same as the spin
states determined by

.

In general, though, two or more

terms can be significant; then one must solve the spin Ham¬
iltonian eigenvalue problem for the correct energies and
states.
Spin Hamiltonians give a picture of the expected EPR
lines.

Solving the eigenvalue problem in terms of spin

Hamiltonian parameters determined from EPR spectra results
in a phenomenological description of the paramagnetic cen-

ter.

39.
An applied electric field will alter the system; but

by observing how the EPR spectra are altered with electric
field, additional characteristics of the system might be
deduced.

3.

Effects of Applied Electric Fields on EPR Spectra
The effects of an electric field on EPR line spectra

might be expected to show up as line shifts (shifts in
resonant field value), line splittings, or possibly line
broadening.

For illustration purposes, look at the spin

Hamiltonian for

C3V

or

C<,v

symmetry with both the magnetic

and electric fields along the z axis:
(38)

#-/?9(|H2S2t D[Sa-i S(5+l)J t A/J SJ* + AJSxIf+Syly) +
"*33 ^2

N* S2 + f^3D5(5+0] t

^3

S I2- £3. ,
3

Consider for example just the g-shift or "T” term; this
would change the splitting between magnetic sublevels :
(39)

(Ats)fc» = A(£n4,-£^=ye'53H,E*.

The resonant field E*

J

is shifted linearly in E l from

the Zero electric field value.

In a similar manner, the

and F33 terms can give rise to line shifts when an elec¬
tric field is applied.
In many actual situations there are paramagnetic cen¬
ters at equivalent symmetry sites.

If two sites are re¬

lated by inversion, the standard (zero electric field) spin
Hamiltonian interaction does not distinguish between them.
For example, there are two inversion-related positions (C^
symmetry) of Cr*** in ruby that give the same EPR line.

.
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Considering only the

and

Ss+e 1.; ^^a+/^33H*$» Ez

(40)

terms in such a case,
^2

—~

Hs^2

Site2i^=/â3l(H,SJ^rMn1^fE^=^4es=/î3iiHI-/Sr„HIE£.
The applied E-field distinguishes between the sites.
shifts in the EPR lines are opposite and equal.

The

For inver¬

sion image pairs, an applied electric field splits the
standard (Ê=0) lines.
The width (due to thermal excitation effects at high
temperatures and to local inhomogeneities in samples at low
temperatures) of EPR lines sometimes masks behavior of the
system.

For instance, an applied electric field might

split a resonance line less than the width of the line;
this might at first be detected as a broadening of the line.
Or perhaps several resonance lines are close together and
unresolved due to their widths.

Applying an electric field

might selectively populate some of the sites making the EPR
line appear to broaden (or narrow), even though there is no
shift.

Electric field effects thus might be observed as a

broadening of EPR resonance lines.
As previously shown, there is no change in the EPR
spectra under an applied electric field for a center in 0^
symmetry; however the EPR spectra can be altered if the site
symmetry is C3v or C«*y .

So if an ion in a cubic lattice is

"on-center," the EPR spectra will not be altered with an
electric field applied.

But if the ion is off-center, one

would expect to see an EPR line shift, split, or broaden in
an electric field.

(If the ion is not far enough off-

41.
Also, however,

center, the effect might be unobservable.)

if the symmetry is CJy or CHy instead of 0^ , one would expect
that this difference could be distinguished in standard
(E =O) EPR spectra.

So the question to be answered is why

application of an electric field should be useful in study¬
ing off-center ions with EPR.

E.

Applied Electric Fields and Off-center Effects

1.

Indistinguishable Effects with No Applied Field
There are several possible reasons why an off-center

paramagnetic ion might not be distinguished as such in
standard (Ê =0) EPR experiments.

Specifically the off-

center properties could be masked by a Jahn-Teller distor¬
tion: the symmetry of the site is lowered for a paramag¬
netic center with

an orbital

degeneracy.

Experimentally

this problem can be eliminated by studying possibly offcenter S-state ions (no degeneracy).
For an S-state ion there remains the question of why,
if the ion is off the center of the normal lattice site,
the lower symmetry might not be detected by standard EPR
measurements, but would be when applying an electric field.
One possible answer is that the lowered symmetry of the
site is not large enough to be detected.

Look at the
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Zeeman term (which might dominate at large fields) of an
axial spin Hamiltonian that might describe an off-center
ion:
s

(41)

/0n9xfH,S,+Hy^)*9,H.S.] .

If the axial distortion is small or has little effect on
the ion, ^ and ^ will not differ by much; the spin Hamil¬
tonians for equivalent displaced centers could then be sim¬
ilar enough that their energy differences are not resolved
by the EPR measurement.
Another related explanation is that each ion might be
capable of moving among all equivalent of f-center positions.
If the potential "barriers" between the off-center sites
are low enough, thermal activation (at higher temperatures)
or tunneling effects or both can account for such site
jumping.

If this rearrangement were fast enough, each cen¬

ter could be described by an average of the axial spin Ham¬
iltonians for each site.

For symmetrically arranged sites,

this average Hamiltonian is isotropic.
would be the same for all ions.

The EPR resonance

Thus extremely small axial

effects or motional (thermal or by tunneling) averaging
could result in an isotropic EPR spectrum (in zero electric
field) of an off-center S-state ion.

2.

Effects in Applied Electric Fields
Supposing an off-center S-state ion is not observable

in standard EPR experiments, an applied electric field
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might resolve the off-center properties.

One possible

method of doing so is by population effects : an electric
field could make some positions more energetically favorable
than others.

For instance consider six off-center positions

along ^100^ directions in a cubic lattice (as in Fig. 6)
with an electric field Ê=E-2 applied along one of these di¬
rections. Assuming the sites to be equally probable when £=0
and that a Boltzmann distribution approximately describes
the situation for small
each site is
Site (P:n.6'l

1
2

E,

the probability of occupying

rOccopc»tion
£~ O

*
'4

R-ob ability
téO > ë

*•■**!* tfi-

4
Here

p=

dipole moment associated with the site.

Consider¬

ing only population effects, the spin Hamiltonian gives the
same energies for inversion-related sites;

thus the ob¬

served change will be in the total population of sites (l) and
(2).

This change is quadratic in the field E, increasing the

population of the sites along E.

This would weight the

terms in the average spin Hamiltonian, making it and the EPR
spectra anisotropic. At larger field values (typically E=10^~j[
is achievable) this effect could be comparable to thermal
effects: E-ps*

lO^’lô«•«*»= I o\v

and kT«10 eV at

1 K.

Another possible mechanism for resolving off-center
effects from isotropic spectra is by polarization effects
induced by an applied electric field. Such an applied field
can shift the ion's center by distorting the electron cloud
or by moving the nucleus with respect to the sur-
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rounding lattice.

For instance, taking the elastic restor¬

ing force on an ion of charge H to be
(42)
“ ku^ice ^t<rt+ice ~

The induced polarization

p«Z(x*,”Xi<riHtt')is thus proportional

to the applied electric field.

If the ions off-center per¬

pendicular to the field were less easily displaced than the
ions off-center along the field, an anisotropic spectrum
might be seen.

Also if the ions were on-center, this ef¬

fect might cause them to move off-center.
the energy change of the ion varies as E’p

But here again
|E|* , and

quadratic effects could easily be unobservable in EPR spec¬
tra.
Though terms linear in the applied electric field in
axial spin Hamiltonians (Eqn. 26)

are allowed by symmetry,

population and polarization effects alone cannot straight¬
forwardly account for them.

Linear electric-field effects

might be accounted for as a "polarization" of the offcenter ion's wavefunctions.

i

This would be a consequence of

the electric field altering, in magnitude and symmetry, the
effective crystal field.

As described previously, to get

an energy level splitting linear in applied electric field,
the zero-field wavefunction must have mixed parity.

(Also

the applied field must be an appreciable fraction ( ~

I0~ )

of the crystal field to have a measurable effect.)

Semi-

classically one can picture this as an off-center ion with
a dipole moment (due to a mixed parity wavefunction)

inter-
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acting with the applied field E to give an energy shift
(/v£*^ove ^ ) linear in E. Note that there must be an offcenter ion initially to get such a linear shift.

Popula¬

tion and polarization effects (quadratic in E) can give
rise to off-center situations when originally (in zero
field) none were observable.

Once these off-center ions

with mixed parity states exist, linear field effects are
possible.

So when applying an electric field to a possible

off-center sample, the EPR spectra might at first show
effects quadratic in the field (due to population or polar¬
ization effects) and then effects linear in the field(due
to perturbation of mixed parity wavefunctions).

Hence,

given an off-center S-state ion yielding a normally iso¬
tropic spectra, application of an electric field can poss^
ibly resolve off-center charater.
3.

Off-center Evidence from Experiments
The above all assumes that an off-center equilibrium

position exists for a substituted paramagnetic ion.

The

strongest argument for saying it should not exist would be
a simple-minded point-ion calculation (undistorted lattice
around the impurity)y this gives the on-center position as
the stable one.

This point-ion model, however, is very in¬

adequate in describing many properties of crystals with im¬
purities.

There is no very strong argument against off-

center impurity sites; in fact, a polarizable point-ion
lattice model has been shown to give off-center equilibrium
sites for small substituted ions (e.g. Li +
in KCl). 25
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A few EPR experiments have shown characteristics expected for off-center impurity ions.

These help substanti¬

ate the argument that off-center positions can exist.
Weightman, et al

i3

V

and Sochava, et al

claim to have seen

Mn++ in BaO off-center along ^113^ directions; Sochava ob¬
served a coalescing of EPR lines as the temperature in¬
creased, which he attributed to thermal averaging over different off-center positions.

Roelfsema and H. den Hartog

S

observed a splitting in the hyperfine structure of Mn++ in
SrCla which was linear in applied electric field; they at¬
tribute this to the Mn+4 being off-center along ^lll/> directions.

Also, Tolparov, Sochava, Kovalev, and Bir*

claim to

have seen ^111^ off-center behavior (in addition to JahnTeller distortions) in the case of Cu*"* substituted in SrO;
they base this conclusion on the increase in intensity (due
supposedly to population changes at off-center sites) of
certain EPR lines with an electric field applied.

These

experiments indicate that at least the possibility of offcenter ions exists.

4.

Expected Off-center Phenomena
Experiments indicate off-center effects are possible.

The observed cases tend to have the off-center substituted
ion much smaller than the ion it replaces: for example,
Mn*+ or Cu** in BaO or SrCl^see Table 1).

Since small ions

are the ones that move off-center, one might expect them to
move in directions allowing the most space.

A small ion

Ion

Ion Radius

Mn++

0.80Â

Cu++

0.69Â

Ba*4

1.35Â

Sr44

1.13Â

O'

1.40Â

Cl"

1.81Â

F"

1.36Â

Table 1: Some ionic radii
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substituted at the center of an eight-coordinated cube
(e.g., Mri1"* in SrClx) , for example, might be expected to go
off-center in ^100^ directions, where the nearest neighbors
least obstruct displacement.

Or starting at a six-coordin¬

ated cubic lattice site, the "softest" off-center direc¬
tions would be along ^111^.

(However, Roelfsema and den

Hartog^ claim to observe O-lO off-center directions for
Mn

in SrClt.)

Hence, any off-center direction might be

possible in a cubic lattice, but ^111^ and ^100^ seem to be
the most plausible.
The temperature dependence of EPR spectra of offcenter ions is expected to be like that observed by Sochava,
et al ; at high temperature the EPR spectrum could likely
be an isotropic average due to thermally induced "jumping"
between the various off-center positions.

As the tempera¬

ture is lowered, the EPR line should broaden and maybe even
split as the ions become fixed into one of the off-center
positions.
Applied electric fields can also resolve off-center
behavior (if present) via linear interactions, even when
the zero-field spectra is isotropic.

Though this effect

may be small, it is possible and has been observed experi-

5
mentally in some cases (Mn++in SrClj,

3

and Cu+* in SrO ) .

The conclusion is that the search for off-center ef¬
fects should be in systems with small ions in large lattice
sites.

In cubic lattices the off-center site might be ex¬

pected to be trigonal (off along ^111^) or tetragonal (off

along ^100^) .

To observe off-center EPR spectra, the sys¬

tem should be studied at low temperatures to reduce possi¬
ble thermal averaging, and with applied electric fields to
help resolve anisotropic properties.
lines followed for this experiment.

These are the guide¬
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III.

EXPERIMENT: APPARATUS AND METHODS

There are several aspects to this experimental inves¬
tigation of off-center impurities in crystals.

In addition

to standard EPR studies, a capability to apply electric
fields while doing EPR was desired.

An X-band (8.2-12.4GHz)

EPR spectrometer able to take spectra down to 1.3K was used.
Of course before any experiments could be done, the samples
had to be chosen and prepared.

These experimental problems,

the measurements made, and the apparatus used are explained
in the rest of this section.

A.

Electric-Field Cavity
EPR studies are done with a sample in a microwave reso¬

nant cavity.

For the off-center problem, a cavity is needed

in which large static electric fields can also be applied.

1.

Design Considerations
In designing such an "electric-field cavity" several

requirements must be satisfied.

Relative orientation of the

fields, position of the electric-field electrodes, position
of the sample, size of the cavity, and resonance properties
must all be considered.
For standard allowed transitions in the sample, the
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most efficient orientation of the fields is to have the
microwave magnetic field H„F perpendicular to the DC Zeeman
11
field rt
Hoc •

Since rt
H,*is provided by a large electromagnet

that rotates in the horizontal plane, the cavity should be
designed with the sample at a position of maximum vertical
When applying an electric field E to a sample crys¬
tal, one would like to be able to rotate Ê with respect to
both the crystal axes and Hoc*

However obtaining a uniform

E while being able to change its direction in the sample is
not easy.

Relative field orientations found to be satis-

factory for the above (and following) reasons put E in the
same plane as H0t but fixed relative
ple.

Hoc

to the crystal sam¬

can be varied with respect to E and the crystal

directions in this plane.
Applying an electric field inside a microwave cavity
presents additional problems.

Conducting electrodes and

leads can disturb the normal resonance conditions of a cav¬
ity, especially if they are parallel to microwave electric
fields, E„p .

Ways to avoid this problem include (i) plac¬

ing, if possible, the large dimensions of the conductors
perpendicular to EftF to avoid killing cavity modes; or if
a conductor must be placed parallel to E#p, (ii) place it
in a region of low E

for the mode of interest or (iii)

make the dimensions parallel to ErF small (preferably less
than the skin depth of the conductor).

Other points must

be considered in the design of electrodes and leads for ap¬
plying very large electric fields:

(i) there should be suf-
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ficient insulation to prevent breakdown, (ii) a uniform
field in the sample is. desirable for ease of data interpre¬
tation and for prevention of electrical breakdown, (iii)
the electrodes should be thin enough to not interfere with
any magnetic field modulation, and (iv) everything must
work at temperatures as low as 1.3K.
Since placing the sample in a region of large HRp is
desirable, further restrictions exist on the electrode ar¬
rangement.

Hopefully these can be satisfied by placing the

sample in a region in the cavity where HRP is perpendicular
to Hec.

The sample size should also be considered.

It

must be large enough to get significant absorption of microwave power at resonance.
The size and material of the cavity are important, too.
In the EPR set-up used, doing experiments at low tempera¬
tures requires being able to fit the cavity and associated
wires and waveguide inside a glass dewar, which is nested
in a second dewar between the poles of an electromagnet.
The maximum inner diameter of the dewar in the region of
the pole faces is about 70 mm.

The material of the cavity

should be nonmagnetic to insure a uniform field at the sam¬
ple equal to the field external to the cavity.

The Q of

the cavity («. energy stored/energy loss in walls) depends
on the conductivity

of the wall material; but highly con¬

ductive walls cannot be made too thick or the modulation of
the magnetic field (used in AC detection techniques) will
not pass through.

Hence the material and wall thickness of
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.

the cavity must be considered along with its size.
When constructing a microwave resonance cavity, it
should be machined so that there are no joints or marks in
the walls cutting across surface currents in the metal.
(Failure to do so can destroy the Q for the desired mode.)
All the above considerations were taken into account when
designing the electric-field cavity used.

2.

Final Design Choice
The most restrictive design conditions were size and

electrode placement while requiring the electric field to
be m the same plane as Hec •

Based on this and being able

to machine cuts that do not disrupt surface currents, I
chose to consider rectangular cavities with the main modes
TEI0) and TE^i around 9-10 GHz.

(Here TE£mK is a "trans¬

verse electric" mode with i half wavelengths in the xdirection,m in the y-direction, and n in the z-direction;
the longitudinal z-axis is taken along the direction of the
waveguide feeding the cavity.)

The field lines, sample

positions, and dimensions for these cavities are shown in
Fig.8.
The TE,0|

cavity has the disadvantage that, with the

sample crystal at the wall in a region of large vertical
H*r, the electric field electrode is parallel to the microwave electric field (though this is small near the wall).
The TEW| cavity can have the sample in a region of large
HflF simultaneously with the sample electrode being perpen-

.
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Also the lead

for applying the DC electric field can be fed through the
wall of the TE20t cavity in a region of little or no surface
currents (at the middle of the narrowest long side).

Thus

the electrode should disturb the field less in the TE^cavity
There are some advantages. in using the TE10( cavity.

It

is smaller than the TE201 cavity and thus easier to fit inside
a dewar.

Also a sample crystal would occupy a larger frac¬

tion of the TE,0, cavity, possibly resulting in a larger signal-to-noise ratio (provided the samples used do not signif¬
icantly load the cavity).
To decide on which cavity design to use, I compared two
crudely built cavities on a test bench.

In each was placed

a typical sample (a CaF2 crystal) with a silver paint elec¬
trode on one side and a wire running from the electrode to a
cavity wall.

For the TE1#I cavity coupled critically, to the

microwave source, Q»2600 without the sample and Q«1100 with
the sample.

For a critically coupled TEamcavity, Q»1700

both with and without a sample.

On the basis of this test,

I decided to use the TE^, cavity design.
The TEZ0( cavity used is made of four pieces which sepa¬
rate along cuts parallel to the surface currents expected
for this mode (see Fig.9).

It is designed for resonance at

about 9.6GHzin air at room temperature.

It is machined out

of standard X-band waveguide made of oxygen-free high-purity
copper (OFHC).

Three of the pieces are held together with

masking tape, and the whole cavity attaches to the wave-
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Fig. 9 : TE

201

cavity(9.6 GHz) and outer dimensions.
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guide by an adapted brass flange shown in Fig.10.
Microwave power is fed in via the microwave magnetic
field through a coupling iris located one quarter of the
way along a long narrow side (see Fig.9).

The iris is cen¬

tered in the waveguide at maximum HRF by the way the cavity
is mounted.

The iris was made by filing out a hole, a lit¬

tle bit at a time, until the cavity was slightly undercoup¬
led at room temperature (in air)
ter set-up.

in the standard spectrome¬

This makes the cavity approximately critically

coupled at low temperatures in a liquid He bath.

In addi¬

tion a teflon insert in the waveguide, explained in the next
section, allows the coupling to be adjusted somewhat.
The electric field is applied via a wire (which is per¬
pendicular to the microwave electric field)

fed through a

hole in the bottom center of the cavity; this location is
where surface currents are minimum.

The wire makes contact

with silver paint on one side of a sample, and the cavity
wall serves as the other (ground) electrode.

The wire is in¬

sulated by a Kel-F (chlorotrifluoroethylene)

feed-through;

Kel-F has a breakdown strength greater than 180kV/cm at room
temperature.

This feed-through also serves as a holder for

the crystal samples (see Fig.11).
Even though the cavity construction is not of the high¬
est quality, this design of a TE20| cavity has proved adequate
for preliminary investigation of electric-field effects.
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Fig. 10;

Cavity in mount (pictured upside down) to
be attached to waveguide.

.
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Fig. 11ï

Kel-F insulation feed-through and sample holder.

B.

.
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X-Band EPR Spectrometer

1. How It Works
For the experiments conducted, microwave power at
nominally 9-10 GH* is fed into a cavity at resonance.
This cavity contains the sample under investigation.

An

external magnetic field is applied by mounting the cavity
between the poles of a large electromagnet.

The microwave

frequency V is held constant and the magnetic field magni¬
tude

H

is swept.

foPW-kv; fa

Resonance takes place when

H

satisfies

characterizes the sample and its orientation.

At resonance the sample changes its magnetic state and the
susceptibility is altered.
erties

This changes the resonance prop¬

of the cavity; the change is observed as a phase

shift or amplitude change in the power reflected by the
cavity.

Since there is often a small number of paramagnet¬

ic impurities in the samples, the change in power is small,
and phase-sensitive AC detection techniques must be used.
The EPR spectrometer used consists of an electromagnet, AC
modulation coils, microwave source and detection system,
associated electronics, and a dewar system for low temper¬
ature measurements.

The following elaborates on these com¬

ponents .

2. Design and Operation
The microwave signal is generated by a Varian V-153C
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klystron powered by a Hewlett-Packard model 716B klystron
power supply.

A klystron is used because it is tunable

(over 8.2-12.4 GH»), low on noise, and has sufficient power
(~430 mW maximum for the particular klystron used).

To im¬

prove frequency stability, the klystron is tap-water cooled,
and a Teltronics model KSLP klystron stabilizer is used.
This stabilizer modulates the klystron reflector voltage at
70 kHz and uses phase sensitive detection to compare this
modulation to a signal coming from a reference cavity.
This scheme detects any shift in frequency, and the DC re¬
flector voltage is altered to keep the klystron frequency
at the resonant frequency of the reference cavity.
Fig.12 is a schematic of the microwave circuitry in
the spectrometer.

Basically power from the klystron is

split into a bias arm and a signal arm.

In the signal arm

the power is attenuated to give the desired input level
(-10 to -50dbm in thèse experiments)

to the sample cavity.

The signal goes through a circulator, is adjusted for best
coupling to the cavity, and then goes into the cavity.
Power reflected back out of the cavity goes through the
circulator to the magic "Tee," which splits the signal in
two and sends these 180° out-of-phase to detector diodes.
Coming into the "E-arm" of the magic T is the bias arm
signal, which is equally split (in phase) and goes to the
two detector diodes.

This signal is used to bias the di¬

odes to a region where the voltage output varies linearly
with the incident microwave power.

An attenuator is used

Fig. 12: Microwave circuitry for X-band EPR spectrometer.
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to adjust its magnitude; and since the bias signal is AC, a
phase shifter is used to set the phase relative to the sig¬
nal arm.

The difference of the signals from the two diodes

is .taken as the final signal; the diode voltage varies lin¬
early in signal power, and any noise from the bias arm will
cancel out.
Most other components in the circuit are used to tune
and stabilize the klystron and to measure power levels (via
thermistors) .

A detector on the signal arm gets a reflec¬

ted signal from the sample cavity and can be used by the
KSLP stabilizer as a reference for stabilizing the frequen¬
cy.

There is also a wavemeter, a tunable cavity which
%

gives the frequency to <0.05% (at 10 GHz); it can also be
used as a reference cavity for the klystron stabilizer.
Since the signals measured are usually small, an AC
detection scheme is used.

Using a PAR model 126 lock-in

amplifier, a reference frequency (typically «*3 kHz) is sent
out.

This is amplified by an 80-watt Lansing-Altec model

1569A amplifier, put through some matching capacitors, and
used to drive one llXi.(4.3mh in series) magnetic field
modulation coil.

The modulation coil is attached to a pole

cap of the electromagnet.

The magnetic field is thus modu¬

lated at the reference frequency and in turn modulates the
EPR absorption signal.

The signals that are output by the

detector diodes (which respond to the low frequency modula¬
tion) are impedance matched through a PAR model 118 differ¬
ential preamp back to the lock-in amplifier.

The lock-in
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amplifies the signal and uses phase-sensitive detection to
amplify only the signals modulated at the reference frequen¬
cy.

A DC signal proportional to the output modulation amp¬

litude is further amplified and fed to a Hewlett-Packard
model 7005B x-y recorder.

This output signal is propor¬

tional to the derivative of the actual absorption signal
(Fig.13).

The other input to the x-y recorder is propor¬

tional to the DC magnetic field; so the recorder gives a
plot of the derivative of absorption versus magnetic field.
The electromagnet, a Varian V-HF 3400, is powered by a
Varian V-FR 2803 Mark I power supply and controlled by a
Varian Mark I Fieldial.

A temperature-compensated Hall

probe attached to a pole cap of the magnet feeds back the
field value to the Fieldial control; this Fieldial adjusts
the magnet voltage to get the desired field with a stabili¬
ty of 1 ppm or 5m. Gauss (whichever is greater).

The Fieldial,

which can be calibrated to ~0.2% of the field value, can
sweep the field up or down over various ranges between 250mGauss to 40 kGauss with various sweep times.

It also puts

out a ramp voltage proportional to a fraction of the field
sweep range for the instantaneous field.

This is the signal

sent to the x-y recorder proportional to the field value.
The magnet is water-cooled and is used with 9 " diameter
pole caps leaving a 4" gap.

This allows a 10k Gauss maximum

field, and at 3.3k Gauss the field is homogeneous to one part
5
,
.
in 10 within a 2” diameter along the center field axis . The
magnet rotates about A vertical axis perpendicular to the field.

Power
Absorption

rioclpiq^ton OiHLock- \*\

Fig. 13: Origin of derivative signal output when
using AC-modulated detection.
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The microwave cavity and associated cryogenic system
fit between the pole caps of the magnet.

The present sys¬

tem employs two nested glass dewars (Fig.14) that fit be¬
tween the magnet poles.
ation heat loss.

Both are silvered to reduce radi¬

The outer dewar is for liquid N2 (77 K) ,

and the inner dewar is for liquid He (4.2K).

The vacuum

jacket of the inner dewar has a partial pressure (~5 torr)
of N2 gas to provide thermal conduction to allow the in¬
side to be cooled with liquid N2 in the outer dewar.

When

liquid He is placed in the inner dewar, this N2 gas freezes
out, creating a good vacuum in the jacket.

The inner dewar

can also be pumped on by a National Research Corporation
model 30S large-flow-rate piston pump; this provides the
ability to do experiments in a vacuum or, by reducing the
pressure above liquid He, at temperatures from 4.2K to
1.3 K .

With this dewar system, EPR measurements can be

made near room temperature or near 77K at atmospheric pres¬
sure or in vacuum (though there may be a noticeable heating
from microwave power dissipation).

Also measurements can

be made in a liquid He bath from 1.3 K to 4.2K .
The sample cavity is at the end of a waveguide stalk
that fits into the dewar.

Two stalks were used, each con¬

sisting of a pressure window on the waveguide, a section of
stainless steel waveguide (to minimize heat conduction),

.

heat shields, and a teflon tuning plunger (see Fig.15).
The pressure window allows the dewar to be pumped out, and
heat shields along the stalk restrict the radiation heat
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Fig. 14: Nested glass dewar system (not to scale).
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Fig. 15: Basic design of stalk and coupling mechanism.

input from above.
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The teflon tuning plunger (Fig.15) can

be moved along the inside of the waveguide to vary the ef¬
fective microwave impedance at the cavity; hence it can be
adjusted for maximum power fed into the cavity (critical
coupling).

I used two such X-band stalks: one with temper¬

ature sensors, a sample tube and holder (so samples could
be changed in

situ) ,

and a TE^,,- cylindrical cavity

(Fig. 16); the other with an insulated high-voltage lead
(made from stripped RGll/u coaxial cable) and the
tangular cavity.

TE2OI

rec¬

The cylindrical cavity, which gives good

sensitivity, was used to test samples for presence of the
impurity and for other measurements without an applied
electric field.

It was also used as a comparison to the

sensitivity and internal magnetic field of the rectangular
cavity set-up.

The rectangular cavity was used for mea¬

surements with applied electric fields; the voltage across
the sample was supplied by a Spellman model Lab - 20 DC
power supply (0 - 25 kV ) .

3.

Some Specifications and Capabilities
A standard figure of merit characterizing EPR spectrom¬

eters

is the minimum number of detectable spins at room

temperature.

To determine this number for the X-band spec¬

trometer used, the best signal possible is obtained using a
Varian pitch probe containing a standard number of spins
(3x10

i$

spins/cm of length) :

.
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Fig. 16s

Sketch of TE0n cylindrical cavity and
field lines— f = 9.5 GHz.
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(43)

Minimum Detectable
Number of Spins

_

Number of Spins in Cavity
(Signal/Noise) :x Linewidth

With the TEg,, cylindrical cavity, a single modulation coil,
and Microwave Associates MA4623A diodes, the sensitivity was
about 3x10'*spins/Gauss (as of 8 Feb. 77).

The rectangular

cavity has been compared to the cylindrical cavity using a
crystal sample containing Mn++, and the sensitivity (under
the same conditions)
tangular cavity.

is a factor of two worse with the rec¬

Noise can significantly affect this sensi¬

tivity and minimum noise in the detector diodes is important.
The diodes used are Doppler mixer diodes that respond
to the modulation frequency (called "Intermediate Frequen¬
cy" or I.F.)

used in the AC detection scheme.

Numbers used

to characterize mixer diodes are
(i) Noise Figure,
_ Actual output noise power at 290 K
F“ Theoretical minimum noise power
(ii) Conversion Loss (=l/Conversion Gain),
L = Availakle microwave signal power incident
” Available output power at I.F.
(iii) I.F. Impedance
(iv) Burn-out Power Rating.
For best signal/noise, a minimum Np (perfect=l=Odb) and an I.F.
impedance matched to the electronic amplifier are desired.
The lower the conversion loss is, the better; and the higher
the burnout rating, the less likely the diode is to bé damaged.
The mixer diodes found to have the best combination of these
characteristics are back (tunnel) diodes.

These give a large

current for a small negative voltage (Fig. 17) implying a large
conversion gain (small L) .

They also have a small Nf .

Philco-Ford L4164A and Microwave Associates MA4623A back

.
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Fig. 17î

Characteristic curve of a back diode.

73.
diodes were used.
tics.

Fig.18 shows some of their characteris¬

Note that the noise is minimized at higher (210kHz)

modulation frequencies (Fig.18b).

With the glass dewars,

the modulation was set at ~3kHz as a compromise between di¬
ode noise and the attenuation of the modulation by the metal
cavity.

Ideally the magic-T detection scheme needs two

identical detectors; diodes with similar conversion loss and
I.F. impedance were matched by comparing output

signals.

Each make of diode fits in its own mount designed to give an
impedance match to the microwave circuit.
The ability of the spectrometer to measure signals also
depends on the magnetic field modulation.

The amplitude of

the modulation must be at least large enough to detect; also
_ broad EPR lines should be measured with large modulation am¬
plitudes to get the best signal-to-noise ratio.

The brass

and copper walls of the resonant cavities and the silvering
on the dewars contribute to attenuation of the modulation.
If the modulation frequency were too great, the skin depth
of the cavity would be so small as to screen out all modula¬
tion; if the frequency were too small, noise in the detector
diodes (see Fig.18b)would mask the signal. The best compro¬
mise found is ~3kHz, as mentioned before.

The amplitude of

the field modulation is varied by adjusting the current
through the modulation coil.

By placing a small coil of wire

inside the cylindrical cavity and measuring the induced EMF,
the modulation amplitude at the sample site was determined
(Fig.19).
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Pig. 18: Properties of back diodes 17

Fig. 19: Approximate magnetic field modulation inside cylindrical cavity.
(Single coil on right pole cap? room temperature, except as noted.

RMS Correnrt* *t\ Coil (AmpjtO.OOS)

3kH
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76.
As mentioned before, measurements can be taken on a
sample at room temperature, at 77K, and from 1.3K to 4.2K.
The lowest temperatures are achieved with the cavity in a
liquid He bath; this also helps when applying large electric
fields.

Breakdown voltages are higher at these lower tem¬

peratures, and liquid He itself withstands fields up to

7

1000kV/cm .

In an air or dry Nzatmosphere, or in the maxi¬

mum vacuum achievable (in this system) the breakdown field is
much lower.
2mm thick)

For sample crystals of Bal^ or SrFt (each about
in liquid He, fields on the order of 70-100kV/cm

were obtained before breakdown.

Of course, the breakdown

strength strongly depends on the sample, its shape, and how
it is prepared.

C.

Samples and Sample Preparation

1.

Choice of Samples
The objective of this research project was to investi¬

gate possible off-center behavior of paramagnetic impurity
ions in crystals.

In choosing samples, the main criteria

were (i) that they might be expected, based on known offcenter behavior, to have off-center impurities and (ii) that
they be devoid of other similar effects such as Jahn-Teller
distortion.

Based on arguments explained in the theory sec¬

tion and other observed off-center ions (e.g. Li+ in KC12),
crystals in which large ions were replaced by small para¬
magnetic impurities were chosen.

To eliminate Jahn-Teller

effects, singlet state impurities were considered the most
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desirable.

Crystals with simple lattice structures (e.g.

cubic) were.favored to facilitate interpretation of results.
To avoid the difficulties of growing crystals, pure crystals
were obtained, and impurities were diffused in.

To get mea-

sureable signals, the impurity must diffuse into the host
easily enough to give a sufficient concentration.

Ease of

handling, workability, and availability of the host were al¬
so considerations.

Based on the above, the sample choices

were narrowed to BaF2, SrFt, or BaO with the singlet Mn*ion as
an impurity substituting at cation sites.
=0.80Â)

TheMn*ion (radius

is much smaller than a Ba^ion (1.35Â) or a Sa?+ion

(1.13Â)'5, and the hosts have cubic lattices.
Another sample was chosen as a reference to certify
that the applied-electric-field experiments functioned prop¬
erly.

A ruby sample (Cr^+in Al^Ojat C3-symmetry sites) was

easily obtained.

It gives large EPR signals and is known to

show effects linear in applied electric fields.

The next

section explains how the samples were made and prepared.

2.

Preparation Technique and Equipment

The same general techniques were used in making all
samples with Mn impurities.

First pure crystals were

cleaved and cut to give the desired sample size, shape, and
orientation.

The crystals were cleaved on several sides us¬

ing a sharp-edged tool ground out of tool steel.

Mounting

a crystal on a Felker Di-met model 80-BQ diamond saw, the
azimuthal and tilt angles with respect to the saw blade
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were adjusted; using a dial indicator to accurately align
cleavage planes and knowing the crystal structure, the
crystal can be oriented and cut along any desired plane.
Host crystals of the desired size (approximately 1-2 mm x
5 mm xlO mm) , shape, and orientation were obtained in this
manner.
The next step was to evaporate Mn metal onto the crys¬
tals.

First the crystals were cleaned in an acetone bath

in an ultrasonic cleaner.

Then they were suspended above

some Mn metal held in a conical tungsten wire basket inside
a Veeco model VE770 evaporation bell-jar system. When the
-7
pressure in the bell-jar got down to about 3 x10 torr, a
current of 8-10 amps was passed through the tungsten wire
to heat and sublimate the Mn (which sublimates at 980 C at
-5

10 torr) for 10 minutes; the Mn vapor "freezes out" on the
cold crystals above it.

The crystals were turned over and

the process repeated to coat the other side.

Care had to

be taken to heat the Mn slowly as it jumped out of the bas¬
ket when heated quickly.

(Possibly the higher-melting-

point oxide coating the Mn funnels a vapor jet down or con¬
tributes to a "Mexican-jumping-bean" effect when the metal
vaporizes quickly.)
Now with a good coat of metal on the surface, it had
to be diffused into the crystal.

The extent to which an

impurity on the surface diffuses into the crystal depends
on the thermal energy, concentration gradient, and time.
So the Mn - coated crystals were heated for two to three
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days at temperatures just below their melting point in a
Lindberg Hevi-Duty 200 - 1200 C
To keep BaFj,

tube furnace (model 54252-A) .

and SrF^, from reacting with water vapor and

oxygen at high temperatures, these crystals were heated in
a vacuum.

To accomplish this, the crystal samples were

wrapped in a tantalum or molybdenum

foil and put in a

closed-end quartz tube (10mm O.D. with 1mm wall); the
foil wrap isolates the crystal from the quartz so the two
do not react or fuse at high temperatures.

The quartz tube
X0
was then attached to a portable vacuum system. When the
tube had been well degassed and evacuated to less than 10*4
torr, it was sealed and cut off the vacuum system with a
torch.

This sealed quartz ampoule (melting point 1200 -

1600 C , depending on purity)

thus provided a relatively in¬

ert atmosphere for heating the BaF2 or SrF^ crystal con¬
tained in it.

The crystals were slowly brought up to tem¬

perature and, later, cooled at the rate of about 50 C/hr by
a Leeds and Northrup Trendtrack controller; this reduced
the chance of thermal shock or induced strains.
The unsuccessful diffusion tries (the success rate was
only about 50%) produced shattered and/or opaque white (in¬
dicating a chemical reaction)

crystals.

The crystals from

successful tries were cleaned in acetone in an ultrasonic
cleaner to remove remaining Mn and other possibly adsorbed
materials.

Then, since SrF2 and BaF^ are slightly hygro¬

scopic at room temperature, the samples were stored in a
desiccator.

.
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BaEj

and SrFa both have the fluorite structure: a

cubic arrangement of the F~ ions with the Ba++ or SrM’ at the
body center of every other cube.
substitutes for a Ba+ or Sr++.

The Mn++impurity studied

As argued in the theory sec¬

tion, the Mn*’+ ion might be expected to move off-center along
^L10 or ^100^ directions.

Samples were cut so that elec¬

tric fields could be applied along these directions: some
with large {ill} faces (cleavage planes for BaF2

and SrFz)

and some with large {lOo} faces to which electrodes could
be attached.

The oven temperature and time of heating was

slightly varied with different samples to obtain optimum
results (i.e., the most Mn** diffused in with the fewest
number of crystals ruined).

The BaF2 samples (1280 C melt¬

ing point ) were heated for two days at 1200 C.

The SrF2

samples (1450 C melting point ) were heated for three days
at 1200 C .

Both samples were slowly heated and cooled over

20 - 24 hour periods in addition to the time at full temper¬
ature.
BaO crystals needed very special handling; the diffi¬
culties encountered prevented making samples out of these.
BaO is extremely hygroscopic, being rated as the third most
efficient chemical desiccant .

The crystals, obtained from

W.&C. Spicer, Ltd., were stored in a sealed jar full of
mineral oil and handled in an isolation glove box filled
with dry nitrogen.

They were cleaved (along {loo} planes)
Zl
to size, coated with CBr^ (90 C melting point ), placed on
a slab of MgO, and transferred to a warm Lindberg Hevi-Duty

.
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500-1500 C tube furnace.

il

The CBr^. (190 C boiling point )

was to protect the crystal from humid air and easily vapor¬
ized off in the oven.

Alternate efforts with the crystal

packed in BaO powder proved futile as the powder too easily
absorbs moisture.
Special precautions were taken when heating the BaO
Zl

crystals (1923C melting point ).

To prevent reduction and

keep out moisture, oxygen dried by flowing it through a
liquid N2 trap was forced through the furnace at about 1.8
liter/hour.

After heating the crystal at 500 C

for a peri¬

od to vaporize the CBr^. coating and to drive off any mois¬
ture, the crystal was heated to 1350 C

for 12 hours.

After

gradual cooling to room temperature, only half the crystal
remained, coated with an opaque white material (possibly
Ba(0H)2 or BaO powder).

BaO reacts with water to form

Ba(OH)j,*8^0, which melts at 78 C

21

; also oxides tend to be

soluble in their own molten hydroxides.

Hence any water

vapor can cause a BaO crystal to dissolve; though heating
may drive off the water, powder can easily be left instead
of a crystal.

Because of the problems encountered in just

heating the BaO crystal, no attempt was made to diffuse Mn
into it.

For initial investigation of the off-center im¬

purity problem, the more easily manipulated BaF2;Mn and
SrF^îMn samples were assumed sufficient.
The ruby (Alt03 : Cr+++) sample used to double check
the "electric-field" cavity and measurements was from Linde
(with 0.05% [Cr] quoted) .

The crystal was oriented by rota-
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tion between crossed polarizers: when it is rotated about
the optically active "c'^axis,

the intensity of the light

passing through the polarizers and the crystal does not
vary.

Since an electric field was to be applied along the

c-axis, a thin sample was cut on the diamond saw with large
faces

(for electrodes)

perpendicular to this axis.

Though the main objective was to investigate offcenter effects using EPR and applied electric fields, sam¬
ple preparation proved to be a major
this endeavor.
tained,

(and tedious)

part of

Once BaF2 :Mri*"*- and SrF^ sMii*-4” samples were ob¬

they could be tested by EPR measurements and inves¬

tigated with electric fields applied.

D.

Data Taken and Procedure

EPR spectra of the various samples were taken under
several conditions.

Preliminary room-temperature data were

obtained for all whole crystals to determine the success of
diffusion tries.

Then the angular dependence was checked

at low temperatures
drical cavity.

(77K,

4.2K,

1.3K)

using the TE0n cylin¬

A search was also made for any indication

of fine structure in the Mn

spectra.

In the TE20, rectan¬

gular cavity, electric fields were applied to the samples
while EPR spectra were obtained.
applied to ruby (as a check)
tric-field shifts.

Also electric fields were

to look for known linear elec¬

Table 2 lists some samples studied and

the conditions under which data were taken.
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TYPE OF EPR DATA
SAMPLE

TEMP In Cyl Cavity

l)BaF2:Mn #5
(thickness of
~0.17 cm
perpendicular
to <111> )
2)BaF^ sMn #14
(thickness of
''•'0.2 cm
perpendicular
to {ill} )
3)BaF2ïMn #17
(thickness of
0.19 cm
perpendicular
to <100> )
4) SrF :Mn #1
(thickness of
:5 0.2 cm
perpendicular
to (ill) )
5) Ruby
(thickness of
0.190 cm
along c-axis)

In Rect Cavity

Room
H ang.
77K H ang. depend. H ang.
4.2K H ang. depend. H ang.
with Ê
1.3K H ang. depend.
Room

COMMENTS

depend.
depend.
depend. Breakdown
in sample
Ij <llï>
at E-90T~
cm

lxl

SDO

I< >

77K

HDCII^

at several ,Breakdown
in sample
angles with
E |(<111>
at E=85—-■
cm

HDC

Room
77K
4.2K

S

Dcll<100>

«DC II <100>
Breakdown
Hpç, at several
in sample
angles with
at E=85~—
E U <10 0>
cm

Room
«DC <X11>
77K H ang. depend.

| <113>
\<113>
®DC
Breakdown
4.2K H ang. depend. H_.|/<113> with in sample
at E=90^
1.3K H ang. depend.
cm
«DCI

Room

E

Ij c-axis fl

77K

E

I/ c-axis || l^c

Surface
breakdown
at V app
=7kV
Breakdown
in sample
kV
E-'120^cm

Table 2: Summary of data obtained. (Note: In all
experiments at 1.3K, a search was made over
^800 to 6000 Gauss for any possible fine
structure.)
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1.

Temperature and Angular Dependences

To investigate the possiblity of thermal motion
masking the anisotropy expected for off-center ions, EPR
spectra were taken at several relative angles of the crys¬
tal axes and applied magnetic field at various tempera¬
tures.

The dependence of the EPR lines on the magnetic

field direction often can determine the symmetry at the
paramagnetic center.

If there is thermal averaging, the

spectra might be isotropic at room temperature but become
anisotropic at liquid-He temperatures.
magnetic field in a

{lio}

Rotating the DC

plane of BaF :Mn++ and SrF *Mn++
2

2

crystals, the angular dependence of the EPR spectra was
studied at room temperature, 77K, 4.2K, and 1.3K.

(The

{110} plane contains two likely off-center directions,
<111> and <100>.)
Low temperatures allowed the best measurements.

The

sensitivity of the EPR spectrometer improves as the temperis reduced since the signal strength is described by
the Curie law, and resistive losses in the cavity walls
are less

(giving a higher Q).

Also since breakdown

strengths increase some at low temperatures, large applied
electric fields are more readily achieved.

Electric

fields were applied at liquid-^ and liquid-He tempera¬
tures .
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2.

Electric Field Application
EPR data were taken with electric fields along direc¬

tions of expected off-center displacements.

Since the

higher electric fields could be applied in liquid He and
any off-center effects should hopefully be observable at
this temperature, most measurements were made at 4.2K.

Two

cases were studied for the BaF2 :Mn++crystals at 4.2K: one
with the electric field along ^111^ and one with the field
along O00^.

For comparison with a different but similar

crystal, a SrF^:Mn** sample was investigated in liquid He
/

«.

with an electric field applied along <,111/.

,

4-,5

Since others

have reported off-center observations at 77K, the remote
possibility that such observations are masked at 4.2K was
considered: EPR spectra of a BaF2:Mn++ crystal at 77K were
obtained while applying an electric field along 0-11^•

To

check that the electric-field-application technique was not
faulty, EPR measurements were made on a ruby crystal at 77K
with an electric field applied along the optically active
c-axis. Ruby spectra have a known electric-field depen|3
dence , whereas BaF^:MnT and SrFa:Mn do not.
XX

X.1*

Preparation of the crystal samples was important when
applying electric fields.

The samples were originally cut

thin with a large face perpendicular to the axis along
which the field was to be applied.

After polishing to get

a smooth surface and a thorough cleaning in acetone, elec¬
trodes were "applied" to the large faces.

The cavity wall

served as a ground electrode and the other electrode was
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silver paint in contact with a thin wire.

The silver paint

covered enough of the crystal face to give a hopefully uni¬
form electric field but not so much as to make breakdown
around the crystal surface a problem.

For a given applied

voltage, larger electric fields may be achievable in thin*
ner crystals; also in thin samples, the field is likely to
be more uniform across the width.

However if the crystals

are too thin, small EPR signals are seen (due to fewer
spins)

and surface breakdown along the edges becomes a

problem.

Though probably not optimum, the sample thick*,

nesses used were slightly less than 2mm.

In addition, the

wire and silver paint electrode on samples studied at 77K
were coated with epoxy (which was non-conductive, had no
EPR signals, and held at 77K)

to insulate and prevent sur¬

face breakdown.
EPR spectra were obtained for a few field orientations.

The electric field E was fixed with respect to the

crystal axes, but the magnetic field Hocwas rotated with
respect to these axes.

For the BaF2 :Mn*+ and SrF^

most electric-field data were taken with E ||HOC in a

fclio)

««■SI

plane; though some data were taken with Hp< at different
angles in this plane.

In the ruby, data were taken with

E|| HPfc along the crystalline c-axis.

When applying electric

fields, the search was mainly for a shift or a splitting in
the standard (E=0) EPR spectra.

EPR spectra were taken

with successively higher values of E until there was arcing
and breakdown in the sample.

.
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3.

Breakdown Problems and Limits
Electric fields were applied up to values large enough

to cause breakdown through the sample.
indicated by a shattered crystal.

This was usually

Values of the breakdown

fields achieved are up to approximately 85-90kV/cm in BaFz
and SrFj, crystals and about 120kV/cm in the ruby crystal.
Near 77K in a dry Nzgas atmosphere, there were some surface
breakdown problems (indicated by a scorched surface) due
possibly to ionization of adsorbed gases.

These problems

were cured by coating the electrode and crystal with epoxy.
The limits to through-sample breakdown strength were
either inherent or due to sample shape.

The inherent break¬

down strength (probably limited by defects) cannot be im¬
proved much beyond cooling the sample to 4.2K; different
samples would be necessary to get higher fields.

Sample

shape, i.e. thickness and surface roughness, is possibly a
limiting factor for breakdown strengths.

Surface irregu¬

larities tend to concentrate the electric field at certain
points causing breakdown to begin; thick samples tend to
have less homogeneous fields (as they are less perfect in¬
finite plate capacitors than thin samples), which means the
field is more apt to concentrate and cause breakdown.
ner, smoother samples might help these problems.

Thin¬

Though

the fields achieved may not have been the largest possible,
they seem sufficient enough to at least indicate if any
electric-field effect is observable.
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EPR spectra with several field values and directions
in various crystal samples were obtained.

These spectra,

the spin-Hamiltonian analysis, and their interpretation are
presented in the next section.

89.
IV.

RESULTS: DATA AND ANALYSIS

Table 2 of the previous section summarizes the actual
data taken.

Basically the purpose of the experiments was

to look for off-center Mn4'4’ in BaFz and SrFz ; unfortunately
nothing attributable to off-center behavior was observed.
•

An experiment was also done to look at Cr

*V*’4**f*

*

in ruby to test

the electric-field-application arrangement, which proved to
be functioning adequately.

A.

Mn

Signals in BaF^ :Mn and SrFi :Mn

1.

Observations
Each sample was first investigated at room temperature

to check that there was sufficient Mn

to be observed.

The

EPR spectra consisted of six lines characteristic of a Mn++
ion ( S^)

in octahedral symmetry.

EPR spectra were taken at low temperatures (77K, 4.2K,
1.3K)

to investigate the possibility of off-center posi¬

tions that might give an average isotropic spectra at high¬
er temperatures.

Also spectra were obtained over large

field ranges (850-6700 Gauss)
search for any fine structure.

at these low temperatures to
Failure to observe any

probably indicates the fine structure splitting is very
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small and masked by the width of each of the six hyperfine
lines in the Mn

spectrum or the lines are extremely

broadened.
Fig. 20 shows data for a BaF :Mn sample at 4.2K.
2

The

structure on the six main resonance lines is due to the
superhyperfine interaction with the spins of surrounding
fluorine nuclei (1=^).

At all temperatures observed, the

spectra were isotropic (except for the superhyperfine
structure)

: the resonant field values did not vary as the

magnetic field was rotated (in a £ll0} plane) with respect
to the crystal.

This behavior appears to indicate no off-

center position.

To check the possibility that the ob¬

served spectra were characteristic only of BaF ïMn samples,
2

SrF ïMn samples were also investigated at 77K, 1.3K, 4.2K
2

(Fig. 21)? typical six-line isotropic spectra were obtained
in this case also.

The low temperature (as well as the

room temperature) data gave isotropic spectra (ignoring the
superhyperfine structure) explainable by a spin Hamiltonian
for

site symmetry.

center behavior.

There was no indication of off-

The only effects of lowering the temper¬

ature appear to be improved spectrometer sensitivity and
improved resolution of the line structure.
To resolve any off-center behavior that might be
masked by thermal or tunneling effects (even at low temper¬
atures) , a DC electric field was applied to the samples.
In BaF2ïMn, the electric field E was applied at 4.2K along
a (lli) direction parallel to the DC magnetic field H0c.

Fig. 20: EPR spectrum of Mn++ in BaF2 with

at 4.2K ( V= 9.265 GHz)
91

Fig. 21: EPR spectrum of Mn++ in SrF2 with

at 4.2K (V=9.28 GHz)
92
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Fig. 22 compares EPR spectra with E=0 to spectra with
E*75kV/cm.

Within experimental error there is no line shift

splitting, or broadening due to the electric field.

To

check various experimental effects that might account for
the lack of electric-field effects,
(EJI<XH)>I/HDC

(i) the same experiment

at 4.2K) was done on a different sample, SrF îMn
2

(ii) possible angular variation was investigated by taking
EPR spectra on BaF :Mn at 4.2K with the electric field along
2

<0-11^ but not parallel to Hw,

(iii) spectra were obtained at

a different temperature (77K) with E/^Ï11^//HDC in BaF :Mn,
2

and (iv) the electric field was applied along a different
direction, E //<ioo>//iU. at 4.2K in BaF :Mn.
2

The spectra from

this survey of experimental situations showed no difference,
within experimental error, from other electric-field and
non-electric-field cases.

There were no observed effects

for electric fields up to about 70-90kV/cm (where the sam¬
ples broke down).

Fig. 23 diagrams the sequence of this
"f |

survey of measurements made in search of off-center Mn

2.

ions

Spin Hamiltonian Fit and Explanation
The isotropic spectra in all cases can be fit phenome¬

nologically with a spin Hamiltonian for octahedral (0^)
symmetry.

Ignoring the superhyperfine structure, this spin

Hamiltonian is the same as Eqn. 10,

where here S=fi, I=% (nuclear spin of 5^Mn) , and jS=(0.92729±
0.00002)xl0

—20

erg/Gauss.

Taking the DC magnetic field as

.
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(a.} With E = 0,

(b.) With |Ê|a*75 kv/cm.

Fig. 22 i

EPR spectra of Mn++ in BaF£ with
at 4.2K (V= 9.435 GHz).

E|\0-13}|(

Hpç
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being in the zdirection, Eqn.32 approximately gives the
fields (to first order in

at which EPR transitions

are observed:

Her »
A=o, is the field

m

i

wh re

'

* V V*i •

A

if

take place.

at which the transition would

Taking Hgeeht4Xn as at the center of the spectrum,

a value can be obtained for

A

can be computed from the

hyperfine splitting in the spectrum knowing the above equa¬
tion.

The values obtained are shown in Table 3.

The spec¬

tra did not change when an electric field was applied.
so, there is no anisotropy (

^ s ^ A^- Aj| - A

Al¬

), and no fine

structure nor quartic-spin-operator splittings were ob¬
served (though they might have just been masked by other
effects).
If the Mn+*were off-center, the EPR lines should have
split, shifted, or broadened under applied electric field.
For instance, if the ion were off-center along ^100^ or
^111^ giving C^y or C3y site symmetry, one would expect
standard spectra explainable by a spin Hamiltonian with D^(^
, and Ax^A|| •

But inherent properties of the sys¬

tem (e.g. thermal or tunneling effects) might make the
spectra look isotropic ( D* 0 ,

^ Ax« AJJ ) ; applying an

electric field along the off-center direction could resolve
this.

The electric field can linearly perturb (Eqn.26) the

resonance energy of the ions at the different off-center
sites giving a splitting of the isotropic EPR lines.

(E

is of opposite sign for inversion-related sites, so it al-
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ters their energies equal and opposite amounts.)

98.
No change

in the resonance lines was observed; there is thus no indi¬
cation of off-center ions.

3.

Comparison to Other Experiments

The results of these present experiments can be com¬
pared to those from similar experiments done by others.
one has resolved fine structure in BaF2:Mn

No

or SrF2 :Mn

13

systems.

Richardson et al

claim that the fine structure

splitting is less than the line widths even down to 1.3K
in SrFz:Mn .

No one, though, has reported a detailed study

of the angular dependence (on magnetic field) of EPR spec¬
tra of BaF2 :Mriv^ and SrFa :Mn*+ systems at temperatures less
than 77K.

Thermal averaging of off-center ion signals can

make these higher temperature spectra look isotropic.

The

present experiment shows such spectra are isotropic with no
visible fine structure even at 1.3K; this throws doubt on
the thermal-averaging idea in these samples.
Sochava et al
spectra of Mn

observed a temperature variation in

in BaO.

low and above 250K.

Different spectra were observed be¬

The spectrum showed trigonal symmetry

up to 14OK, where the lines were so broadened as to be un¬
observable.
seen.

Above 250K a different isotropic spectrum was

Its linewidths narrowed from 30 Gauss at 270K to 7.7

Gauss at 640K.

They attributed this latter behavior to

off-center Mn++ being thermally rearranged among different
sites; as the temperature increases, the different sites

99.
are less likely to be resolved, leaving narrower "average"
resonance lines.

However no such temperature dependence

was observed (in the present experiment) for Mn+* in BaFz or
SrFz between 1.3K and 295K.
In other work

, Sochava and co-workers observed low

symmetry (CsandCiV) Co++centers in SrO crystals at 4.2K.
Applying an electric field along ^100^ directions split the
normal resonance lines.

Their tenative conclusion was that

theCo+-vion was off-center along <100^.

However, the fact

that there were two types of centers suggests the possibil•

lty that the Co
defects.

.

,

,

ions might have been associated with other

Co++(0.72Â radius) is smaller than Mn++ (0.80Â);

so it does seem possible that Co
center, while Mn

could be observed as off-

is just slightly too large to exhibit

similar behavior.
Electric fields have been used in other experiments,
too.

Line splitting linear in applied electric field has

been reported** for Mn++in SrCl2 at 77K.

The observed pa-

lAI

rameters are 3*2.0057, yr=88.1 Gauss, with each hyperfine
line splitting into five lines under applied DC electric
field; the splittings are (with ÎJ|4‘>>//H0C )

± 0.19Gauss/ (k^/cm)

and t0,08Gauss/(kV/cm), plus an unshifted center line.

The

split lines were about 1/12 the size of the standard EPR
lines.

The present BaFjsMri^and SrF3L :Mn++ experiments had

about a 20:1 signal-to-noise ratio, which should permit ob¬
servation of any similar structure.

In short, the Mn++in

BaF^ and SrF2 did not exhibit the off-center-like behavior

100.

seen by others in SrCl2.

Since there was no indication of off-center behavior
in the present experiments, the data can only be compared
to standard EPR data.

The values obtained for spin Hamil¬

tonian parameters (Table 3) agree with the accepted values
reported by others

12

m Table 4.

This indicates the EPR

measurements were made correctly; there was just no observ¬
able effect due to an applied electric field.

Assuming the

electric field was applied properly (see next section),
there is thus little (unobservable) or no off-center be¬
havior .

B.

Cr+++ Signals in Ruby
Under an applied electric field, some of the Cr*** EPR

signals in ruby (Al203:Cr) are known to exhibit line split18

ting .

Since data is available on this effect, a ruby

crystal was used as a test of the electric field being ap¬
plied inside the microwave cavity.

1.

Observations with Zero Electric Field
Ruby spectra were obtained at 77K with and without ap¬

plied electric fields using the rectangular
cavity.

microwave

In zero electric field, the trigonal spectrum of

X4J,

Cr

TE2OI

U

ions (

) can be approximately described by the

C3v spin Hamiltonian in Eqn.12 with S=\ and 1=0 (for the

101.

Host

BaF2

A/gj9 (Gauss)

-97.7+0.1
2.0013+0.0005

g

a (Gauss)

0+0.5

SrP

2

-100.9+0.1
2.0010+0.0005

0+0.1

(Quartic Splitting)
AH (Gauss)
(SHFS Splitting)
Lattice Constant (Â)

5-7

6.2001

2.1+0.1

5.7996

Table 4: Accepted spin Hamiltonian parameters for
Mn

++

12

(zero applied electric field).
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52„
most abundant Cr isotope).

For the specific orientation

with the DC magnetic field along the trigonal
+

(44)

(z)

axis,

MS}" kS(S+l)J„

This also holds approximately for other orientations as
22
9| ■**

to within 0.1%

.

From the above equation, crude

approximations to the EPR resonance fields can be found for
allowed transitions at a microwave frequency
(45)

H,

V:

--Jjfl
9*

H* - 3P

U - t—2D) , àiL

P is taken to be negative so that, in zero magnetic field,
the

levels are more energetic than the ±§f levels

the present case (y^lOGHz)
servable.

Accepted values22 are
and

In

the three transitions were ob¬

My crude measurements give

^g/3 = -2066Ü0Gauss

.

<j =1.987 ± 0.003,

(i.e.,D= -.1934cm'1 = -5.80± 0.03GHz).
^=1.9840 i 0.0006, ^j_=l.9867± 0.0006,

D= -5.746 ± 0.0036H*. The agreement is adequate enough to

conclude the experimental set-up functions acceptably for
making a general EPR "survey" investigation.

2.

Observations with Applied Electric Field

When a DC electric field is applied to ruby there is a
splitting of the

—***4*2^

transition line.

The split¬

ting observed with an electric field along the axial zdirection is shown in Fig.24.

The variation of the reso¬

nant magnetic field shift with electric field is seen to be
approximately linear in Fig.25.

(Experimentally this shift

c-axis, temperature is 77K, and 1>= 9.594
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Fig. 25: Line shift (= \ line splitting) versus DC electric field
applied along the c-axis in a ruby crystal.
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is hard to quantify when the line splitting is less than
the linewidth ( «18 Gauss); these small shifts can be esti¬
mated from the broadening of the line using the empirical

•

relation

>«

Change in Linewidth _ a .(Line Splitting!
Linewidth |_ Linewidth

J,

Extrapolating from the measurements of resolved line split¬
ting, the present experiments give aft! 0.74 0.1.)

This line

splitting can be approximately described by adding a term
linear in the electric field ( £ UU z-axis)
1

to the spin

Hamiltonian (chiefly Eqn.26):

(46)

E*

R„

No shift of the center of the two lines is observed to
within 2Gauss; so-^=0 i .00003 (kV/cm )*.

The shift in reso¬

nant field is due to the "R" term:

AHk=

(47)

àr-2EJrr,s-k).
R

Using the data in Fig.25, -^-=0.065±0.006 Gauss/(kV/cm) or

o
1N3O=0.18±0.02

^ ' i
30

^333

MHz/(kV/cm).

Royce and Bloembergen

=0.268 i 0.005 MHz/(kV/cm) .

15

found

Qualitatively the ob¬

served behavior in the two cases is the same, though there
are significant quantitative differences.
The quantitative differences in R

30

values can probably

be explained by experimental differences.
bergen

i5

used thin (0.25mm)

Royce and Bloem-

ruby samples with relatively

large electrode faces to obtain an easily measurable, uni¬
form electric field.

In the present investigation, the

0.19cm-thick ruby sample had a fairly small silver-paint
electrode on one side (see Fig.26a).

The electric field

106.

Fig. 26î

Dimensions of samples and their silverpaint electrodes.

(The cavity wall resting

against the opposite crystal face served as
the second electrode on each sample.)

107.
inside this thicker sample, with the small electrode, was
probably not as uniform nor as accurately measurable as in
the Royce and Bloembergen sample.

(Inhomogeneity in the

electric field might show up by broadening EPR lines; how¬
ever the individual lines were not split enough to easily
determine their widths.)

The data seem to indicate an ef¬

fective field along the z-axis of about 7/10 of the "meas¬
ured" value for the present sample.

This problem may not

have been so severe for the BaFa:Mn and SrFa :Mn samples
which had larger silver-paint electrodes

(Fig.26b).

The

apparatus for applying electric fields thus behaved proper111

ly in that the expected splittings in the CrTT

lines were

observed; but the values of the effective DC electric field
may not be so large as thought.
The measurements on ruby indicate that the set-up for
applying electric fields functioned adequately (though may¬
be not perfectly).

Knowing this, conclusions can be drawn

from the results of the BaFz:Mn++
ments .

and SrF1:Mn+'+ measure¬

108.
V.

A.

CONCLUSIONS

Negative Results

1. Mn++ Not Off-center in BaF/> :Mn and SrF4:Mn
The experiments done seem to indicate that Mn++ ions
are centered on a lattice site when substituted into BaFz
or SrFa .

No fine structure and no angular dependence were

observed in the EPR spectra down to 1.3K.

There was also

no temperature dependence of the spectra that might indi¬
cate thermally averaged off-center positions.

Neither was

there any effect on the EPR signals of an applied DC electrie field.

Either the Mn

ion is centered on a lattice

site or manifestations of off-center effects were unob¬
servable.

2. Why No Off-center Effects Were Observed
There are three possible reasons why no off-center ef¬
fects were observed: (i) the experimental set-up did not
function properly,

(ii) off-center effects are masked by

other effects in the samples, or (iii) the ions are not
off-center.
Checking the experimental set-up with a ruby sample
demonstrated that it functioned adequately.

Perhaps larger

.
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electric fields could have been applied by using thinner
samples; however, such an improvement could not be more
than a factor of two or three in the field.

The electric

field could also have been applied along less likely offcenter directions (instead of O-ll)

or

^100^).

Better sig-

nal-to-noise ratios might have been achievable with better
cavity construction and higher Mn
samples.

concentrations in the

All these improvements would make detection of

off-center behavior more sensitive; however, these refine¬
ments are not drastic.

They would be unlikely to resolve

any off-center effects that the "crude" measurements failed
to indicate.

The "crude" experimental set-up, though not

perfect, sufficed for the studies made.
Properties peculiar to the samples might have masked
observation of any off-center phenomena.

Minute line

shifts under a static electric field might not be resolved
in EPR lines broadened by other effects (e.g. strain).

No

fine structure splitting was observed; it possibly is ob¬
scured enough by the line width that no angular dependence
nor electric-field shifts can be seen.

Or possibly strains

in the crystal have broadened the fine structure so that it
is too weak to be seen, even if the electric field splits
the lines; any inhomogeneity in the field could also con¬
tribute to this broadening.

Another explanation is that

the internal fields are so strong or the off-center dis¬
placements are so small that there is electrical breakdown
in the sample before off-center effects can be observed.
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Thermal averaging or tunneling between different off-center
positions could also keep off-center displacements from be¬
ing observed.

Though thermal effects seem very unlikely at
_<c

4.2K (where kT# 4x10

eV) , the activation energy for jump¬

ing between off-center sites could conceivably be this
small.

Whether these masking effects take place cannot be

determined for the BaFj,:Mn++

and SrF^ :Mn++

samples investi¬

gated.
Thus, lack of observation of off-center phenomena
could be due to several things: insufficient signal-tonoise ratios, application of too small electric fields in
the wrong directions, thermal averaging or tunneling, or
broadened EPR lines.

The experiments were conducted at low

temperatures with electric fields up to at least 60kV/cm
applied along two likely off-center directions; so poor
experimental procedure or thermal averaging effects are un¬
likely causes of failure to see off-center effects.

To

determine if strain-broadened lines were masking off-center
behavior, EPR measurements really should be made under var¬
ious stress conditions.
conclusion is that Mn

++

Still a very plausible alternative

.

is not off-center when substituted

into BaF^ or SrF2 .

B.

Other Possible Lines of Investigation
To continue the search for off-center ions, there ap¬

pear to be two things to do: use different experimental

.

111
techniques to radically improve sensitivity and investigate
different samples.

1.

Different Experimental Techniques
There are several experimental methods that offer im¬

proved sensitivity over standard EPR .

For instance the

applied electric field can be modulated in an EPR experi¬
ment, and frequency-sensitive detection of the signal might
improve resolution.

Another possibility is to do ENDOR

(electron-nuclear double resonance) with an applied DC
electric field.

In ENDOR the effect on EPR spectra of NMR

transitions in the nuclei
surrounding nuclei

is observed; the interaction of

with the paramagnetic ion's electrons

(the superhyperfine structure) can be studied.

ENDOR of¬

fers a factor of 100 to 1000 improvement in resolution over
standard EPR, though the resonance cavity and equipment re¬
quirements make it more difficult to do.

Yet another tech-

nique would be to use pulse EPR to look at spin echoes
while applying an electric field.

7

This technique is also

conducive to the use of pulsed electric fields; crystals
will often sustain higher pulsed fields than static fields.
All these techniques offer significant improvements in sen¬
sitivity or resolution.

However, since absolutely no ten¬

dency toward off-center behavior was observed in BaFz:Mn
and SrF^:Mn, the most fruitful next step might be to inves¬
tigate different samples.

2.

112.

Different Samples
» I*

Since there seems to be no off-center Mn

in BaF2:Mn

95

and SrF2:Mn but others' have reported seeing it in SrCl2:
S’
HMn and BaO:Mn , the host crystal could be a factor. The
0s and the Cl"" are both more polarizable than
Ion
F*
Cl"

Polarizability
1.04
3.66
3.88

0s

F”:

(cgs-Pauli)

This suggests that if the surrounding anions are more eas¬
ily polarized, they help promote off-center displacements
of the central cation.

The investigation of off-center

ions might thus be best accomplished in host crystals like
BaO, SrO, SrCl2, or BaCl2, which have easily polarized ions.
However, these samples are not as easily obtained or han¬
dled (due to hygroscopic properties) as BaF2 or SrF2.
Another variation in searching for off-center ions
would be to look at samples with different small impurity
ions.

For instance the Cu

be studied.

ion (a doublet,

U^2 ) could

This would be a combined problem: the Cu"*"+ ion

in a cubic crystal exhibits the Jahn-Teller effect in addi¬
tion to any possible off-center behavior.

Efforts to sep¬

arate the two phenomena could prove difficult.
Investigating different samples could very likely lead
to observation of off-center effects.

Unfortunately the

more promising samples (such as BaO with Mn
difficult to obtain, handle, and/or study.

or Cu

) are

C.
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Summary

To experimentally investigate the problem of an offcenter ion, the small Mn++ ion was studied as a substitu¬
tional impurity in BaF2 and SrFj^ crystals.

These were the

most convenient samples obtainable which potentially could
exhibit off-center behavior.

A special microwave resonance

cavity was constructed to study EPR spectra of these sam¬
ples at low temperatures with large static electric fields
applied.

There was no change in the spectra at low tem¬

peratures, both with and without DC electric fields applied.
These experiments indicate that Mn

Xi.

surably off-center in BaF2 and SrFj, .

is probably not mea —
Evidence from experi¬

ments done by others,,'5','3 , though, suggests Mn^ can be offcenter in some different host lattices.

Any future study

of possible off-center ions might thus be more fruitful in
different samples.

Samples with small singlet impurity

ions in a host crystal consisting of easily polarized ions
are recommended.
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